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W. R. Berkley Corporation is built on a foundation of 
values that encompasses always doing the right thing. 
For more than 50 years, our Company and our people 
have been delivering outstanding shareholder value 
while meeting the needs of our various stakeholders 
– our investors, producers, insureds, employees and 
communities and society as a whole. 

During 2020, we experienced a number of events that remind 
us that our business has always been intimately intertwined 
with the environmental, social and governance issues affecting 
individuals and businesses around the globe. The COVID-19 
pandemic widely affected our world in a more sudden and 
significant manner than any other event in recent memory, 
while the country simultaneously experienced significant social 
and political unrest and our industry was impacted by yet 
another year of elevated catastrophe losses. 

Much of our attention in 2020 was necessarily focused on the 
impact of the global pandemic on our employees, our business 
and the global community. We seamlessly transitioned to a 
work-from-home model, offered our employees the necessary 
tools to support their physical, emotional and mental well-
being and safety, continued to meet the evolving needs of 
our producers, insureds and other stakeholders and rallied 
our resources to provide pandemic-related assistance to our 
communities.  Yet through it all, we maintained focus on our 
business and continued to consider the impacts of ESG issues 
on it.

As we transitioned to a work-from-home model during 2020, 
we found unique ways to engage our colleagues and even 
strengthen our culture. Among other things, the human 
resources team developed a monthly flip-book newsletter 
entitled Berkley’s Work from Home Journey, journaling some 
of the creative and entertaining ways individuals and their 
families were working, laughing, staying fit and getting closer 
to one another, all while continuing to physically distance. We 
also introduced the Berkley Concert Series as a way for Berkley 
team members to connect with distribution partners and clients 
in a fun way while maintaining social distance. As a further 
investment in the development of our people, we implemented 
new tools for ideation, experimentation and learning in 
connection with our Innovation Though People program and 
introduced a new Berkley Learning University platform. 

In 2020, we also built upon the existing committees and 
work done at our businesses to establish an enterprise-
wide Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging Committee to drive 
continued participation at all levels of the Company. Although 
internal employee engagement surveys revealed high marks 
for our existing policies, culture and activities, we learned that 
our employees wanted additional training and opportunities 
for dialogue on these topics. As a result, we introduced new 
diversity training, added education materials in our online 
learning system, created a platform to provide a forum to share 

information and held live events to address these areas. We 
remain focused on the importance of diversity in our business 
and look to all of our employees to support our culture of 
inclusivity and belonging.

On the climate change front, we continue to support the 
transition to a low carbon economy by investing in green 
bonds, helping our clients to manage their catastrophe risks 
and exposures through our products and services and looking 
for opportunities to underwrite more companies that are 
shifting their business to cleaner energy sources. We continue 
to expand our tools for understanding our catastrophe 
exposure, and piloted a new model for wildfire risk in 2020. 

In our underwriting and our investing, we recognize the many 
issues and challenges in evaluating opportunities, including 
climate and other ESG-related risks, and the diverse views of 
our various stakeholders. Our team members seek to weigh and 
assess these items in connection with the other risks inherent in 
each opportunity, with the aim of striking the right balance. We 
believe this to be an appropriate and responsible approach to 
supporting the evolution of our business and our economy.

These are just a few of the issues that we encounter and 
activities that we engage in as we manage our day-to 
day business and plan for the future. In this edition of our 
Sustainability Report, we build upon our reporting of the ESG 
issues most relevant to our Company presented in prior years. 
Our objective is to provide continued transparency as we 
further enhance our activities in these areas. We have again 
included references to the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals, as well as an index to the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) standards. We expect to continue to add 
references in future reports to other relevant frameworks that 
can assist readers in their understanding and evaluation of our 
practices. We are excited about continuously improving our 
sustainability performance – just like every other aspect of our 
business – and we look forward to sharing our progress with 
you.

Thank you for your interest in W. R. Berkley Corporation and the 
work we do to make our Company and our world a better place 
today and for future generations. 

Sincerely,

Letter From Our President  
and Chief Executive Officer
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W. Robert Berkley, Jr.
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Berkley is pleased to voluntarily share this Sustainability Report describing its Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) practices. This Sustainability Report is provided for informational purposes only and 
Berkley disclaims any duty or obligation to update such information. Given the nature of the material and the 
methods used in gathering such material for this Sustainability Report, no warranty or representation is made 
as to its accuracy or completeness.



About W. R. Berkley 
Corporation
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W. R. Berkley Corporation is an insurance 
holding company founded in 1967 by our 
Executive Chairman, William R. Berkley. 

It is among the largest commercial lines 
writers in the United States and operates 
worldwide in two segments of the property 
casualty insurance business: Insurance and 
Reinsurance & Monoline Excess. For further 
information about W. R. Berkley Corporation, 
please visit www.berkley.com.

Stock Market Ticker: NYSE: WRB
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Berkley is made up of more than 50 autonomous 
businesses, each focusing in a niche market that requires 
specialized knowledge based on product, industry or 
territory. Our newest businesses, Berkley Management 
Protection and Berkley Small Business Solutions, were 
established in 2020 and launched in 2021.

With approximately 7,500 employees across the globe, 
we operate both in the U.S. and worldwide in two 
segments of the property casualty insurance business:   

Insurance: This segment underwrites predominantly 
commercial insurance businesses, including excess and 
surplus lines, admitted lines and specialty personal lines, 
throughout the U.S., as well as in the United Kingdom, 
Continental Europe, South America, Canada, Mexico, 
Scandinavia, Asia and Australia.

Reinsurance & Monoline Excess:   This segment provides 
reinsurance on a facultative and treaty basis, primarily 
in the U.S., the United Kingdom, Continental Europe, 
Australia, the Asia-Pacific Region and South Africa, or 
retains risk solely on an excess basis.

Started as a small investment management firm, the Company has grown into one of 
the largest commercial lines property and casualty insurers in the United States. Our 
specialized knowledge and customer-centric focus set us apart from others in our 
industry. Our culture promotes integrity, embraces the commitment to “always do right,” 
fosters entrepreneurship and innovation, and places a high value on making thoughtful 
decisions with a long-term view.
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Operations  
Worldwide

Employees across  
the globe

50+

7.5K

2020 Net Premiums Written         
($7.3 Billion)

Resilient and Accountable: Our decentralized 
operating structure is part of a long-term 
strategy to enable our businesses to identify 
and respond quickly and effectively to changing 
market conditions and local customer needs. 
This structure also enables us to focus on 
issues particular to one business without 
affecting the larger enterprise. In addition, 
our decentralized structure provides superior 
financial accountability and incentives to local 
management, enabling us to attract and retain 
professionals of the highest caliber who are 
drawn to an entrepreneurial environment. 
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Assisting Clients and Communities in Managing Risk:   
As a property casualty insurance provider, our business is 
helping  our clients manage risk. Our expertise in managing 
risk supports our clients, our business, our employees and 
the communities we serve. For example, we: 

• help clients address risk through our products and 
services,

• manage underwriting, investment and operational 
risks in our own business, and

• utilize established internal policies and practices 
to positively impact our employees and the 
communities we serve.

Our Corporate Culture Drives Our Success: W. R. Berkley 
Corporation’s Board of Directors has identified five 
elements of corporate culture that are essential to long-
term value creation. 

These values unify our employees around the world, 
positioning us to continually innovate and evolve in a 
way that will best serve our diverse clients globally. While 
there is no one “Berkley” way, each of our businesses has a 
distinctive culture that embodies these shared values.

3
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Berkley Businesses:     
We offer more than 50 specialized insurance providers 
within Berkley, each with deep expertise in an industry, 
product line or territory.

berkleyag.com berkleypublicentity.com

Construction Professional: berkleycp.com 

Design Professional: berkleydp.com 

Service Professional: berkleysp.com

berkleyrisk.com

berkleyassetpro.com berkley-tech.com

berkleyentertainment.com carolinacas.com

berkleyfinsecure.com geminiunderwriters.com

berkleyhealthcare.com berkleyah.com

berkleyhumanservices.com berkleycyberrisk.com

berkleyls.com berkleyenvironmental.com

berkleyluxurygroup.com berkleymarine.com

berkleyoffshore.com berkleygpr.com

berkleyoil-gas.com berkindcomp.com

berkleyone.com berkleymp.com

berkley-ps.com berkleynet.com

berkleyprimetrans.com berkleypro.com

Industry Key

Industry Specialty

Regional U.S.

Product Specialty

Reinsurance

Excess & Surplus (E&S)

International

C1
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berkleyselect.com wrbmag.com

berkley.com berkleynpac.com

berkleysurety.com berkleysig.com

keyrisk.com cwgins.com

mecasualty.com usic.com

peiwc.com

North America: berkleyre.com/northamerica 
Asia: berkleyre.com/asia 
Australia: berkleyre.com/anz 
EMEA: berkelyre.com/emea

admiralins.com berkleyre.com/solutions

berkleyaspire.com berkleycanada.com

berkleycustom.com

Deutschland: berkleyversicherung.de 
Espana: wrberkley.es 
Norway: berkleyforsikring.no 
Sweden: berkleyforsakring.se

nautilusinsgroup.com berkleyasia.com

vela-ins.com berkleyinaus.com.au

verusins.com berkleylatinoamerica.com

acadiainsurance.com wrbunderwriting.com

For questions about our offerings, please email us at: findyourberkley@wrberkley.com
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PREFERRED EMPLOYERS 
Insurance
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W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Oversight Of  
Environmental, Social And Governance (ESG) Issues
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W. R. Berkley Corporation was added 
to the FTSE4Good Index, recognizing 
its strong Environmental, Social and 

Governance (ESG) practices

Built upon existing efforts to 

establish enterprise-wide Diversity, 

Inclusion and Belonging Committee

Added a Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) index to our Sustainability 

Report for the first time

2020 ESG Highlights:

W. R. Berkley Corporation believes that long-term 
success is enhanced by conducting our business in a 
manner that has a positive impact. To that end we strive 
to employ individuals with diverse backgrounds and 
demographics, participate actively in the communities 
in which we live and work, manage our Company’s 
impact on the environment and help our insureds do 
the same. Importantly, doing the right thing every day 
is fundamental to our corporate culture. As a result, we 
have engendered the trust of our customers, distribution 
partners, employees and stockholders, enabling us to 
grow our business profitably and meet the diverse needs 
of our stakeholders. 

We believe that risk oversight of ESG issues is a key 
aspect of our corporate governance.  In 2019, we 
established an ESG management committee composed 
of W. R. Berkley Corporation’s CEO and President and 
other senior executives. The ESG committee meets not 
less than quarterly, and shares information with W. R. 
Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors regarding ESG 
best practices and stakeholder interests. In addition, the 

ESG committee guides W. R. Berkley Corporation’s ESG 
disclosure, including the production of its Sustainability 
Report and the ESG summary included in its annual 
proxy statement. The W. R. Berkley Corporation Board 
and its committees receive periodic updates from the 
Company’s management on material risks, including 
those related to climate change, information security, 
human capital management and overall ESG.

W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors provides 
oversight of ESG issues for the Company and its 
businesses. Relatedly, the Board also has oversight of 
our corporate culture - an important driver of our ESG 
efforts and long-term value creation.

For more on the Board’s role in Risk Oversight please see 
page 43 of our 2021 Proxy Statement.

C1

We believe that risk oversight of ESG issues is a 
key aspect of our corporate governance. 
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ESG Areas of Importance
Berkley began its ESG reporting process with an assessment 
identifying the most important ESG-related topics to our 
Company, which informed the disclosure set forth in our 
Sustainability Report (see Strategic Priorities in table below). 
The assessment process included benchmarking peer ESG 
disclosures and best practices, and reviewing guidance from 
providers of commonly used reporting frameworks of ESG 
ratings and standards. During 2021, the Company continued 
to enhance its data collection processes to further its ESG 
reporting and alignment with widely accepted frameworks.  

Sustainable Development Goals: The United Nations’ 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), agreed on by all of 
its member countries, provide a framework both for self-
assessment and cooperative effort. The SDGs have been 
used since 2015 by governments and various enterprises 
alike, all striving to meet the global goals by 2030. We have 
highlighted areas in this report where our efforts correspond 
to these SDGs. By mapping our priority issues against the 
SDGs, we can see how Berkley’s sustainability work is part 
of a wider effort. Berkley takes pride in driving progress on 
these specific SDGs, and countless other impacts indirectly 
resulting from improvements in these areas.

In 2019, Berkley issued an inaugural Sustainability Report covering data from 2018. 
Berkley endeavors to report performance on ESG issues on an annual basis, and in 
2021, changed the date of the report to reflect the year of publication, rather than the 
reporting year.  

The production of our Sustainability Report is overseen by our ESG management 
committee that was established in 2019. Among its other responsibilities, the committee 
oversees our efforts to share information about our ESG practices within Berkley and in 
our broader communities, and provide updates on our ESG initiatives to the Company’s 
Board of Directors.  More information on Berkley’s oversight of ESG issues can be found 
on the prior page of this report.  
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Stakeholder Engagement: Doing the right 
thing for our people, our communities and our 
environment engenders the trust of our insureds, 
distribution partners, employees and stockholders. 
This trust contributes to our ability to grow our 
business profitably and meet the diverse needs of 
our constituents.

Engagement with our stockholders, many of 
whom are leading ESG investors, has highlighted 
a trend towards more explicit integration of 
environmental and social factors into their 
investment processes, which has led us to increase 
our public narrative regarding our ESG initiatives. 
Evolving regulatory requirements further inform 
our disclosures.

Our Sustainability Reporting Strategy
C2
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against the SDGs shows how 
Berkley’s sustainability work 
is part of a wider effort.   
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Our Strategic 
Priorities

Key Focus Areas Sustainable Development Goal Alignment

Human Capital 
Management

• Employment practices 

• Employee well-being

• Employee engagement 

• Professional development  
and training 

• Diversity and inclusion 

• Innovation

• COVID-19 response

Ethics & 
Compliance 

• Anti-money laundering, anti-
corruption and anti-bribery policies

• Code of Ethics and Business Conduct

• Whistleblower and non-retaliation 
policies and hotline

• Compliance resources and training

• Policies on lobbying and political 
involvement 

• Membership and senior leadership 
positions in trade organizations 

• Corporate Federal Government 
Affairs function

Information 
Security

• Data security and privacy policies

• Information security training

• Data protection systems 

• Governance and controls

Climate Risk 
Management

• Risk management governance 

• Weather risk measurement and 
management 

• Climate change risk modeling and 
analysis 

• Climate change risks and 
opportunities

• Business continuity planning

C2
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Our Strategic 
Priorities

Key Focus Areas Sustainable Development Goal Alignment

Energy & 
Environment

• Energy and water conservation

• Emissions trends

• Recycling programs 

• Physical plant 

• Travel 

• Fleet conversion to electic vehicles

Products & 
Services

• Specialized businesses that support 
clients in ESG-related fields 

• Insurance products that address 
client ESG risks 

• Small business insurance

• Responsible claims practices 

• Loss control services that support 
client’s ESG issues 

Responsible 
Investing

• Investment policies 

• ESG risk mitigation and reporting 

• Exclusions for investing in certain 
countries or issuers 

• ESG sector investments

Community 
Involvement

• Volunteerism and charitable giving 

• Collaboration with community 
organizations 

• Leadership in charitable 
organizations

• COVID-19 response

C2
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About this Report 

This Report is the third edition of our annual 
Sustainability Report. It focuses on our 2020 calendar 
year activities. 

This Report improves and expands our ESG disclosures 
by including more in-depth information obtained 
through internal discussions and interviews with subject 
matter experts and certain businesses. We continue to 
explore opportunities to standardize our sustainability 
reporting through the use of commonly used reporting 
frameworks, such as the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI), the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) and the Sustainability Accounting 
Standards Board (SASB). This Report references specific 
GRI Standards 2016 disclosures. We hope to include 
others in the future. For more on our use of the GRI 
Standards disclosure, a GRI Content Index is provided in 
the back of this Report beginning on page 86. 

We seek to continually improve our use of metrics 
to disclose sustainability information and align with 
commonly used reporting frameworks, and support 
the harmonization of reporting and rating criteria. We 
believe that taking steps towards sustainability – and 
providing transparency about these steps – best serves 
our Company, our clients and our communities.

Please direct questions or comments  
regarding this report to our team at:   
SustainabilityInquiries@WRBerkley.com.

C2
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COVID-19 
Resilience at Berkley
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Our decentralized operating structure enables Berkley to 
identify and respond quickly and effectively to changing market 
conditions. The value of this competitive advantage became 
even more apparent with the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic in early 2020 with our people maintaining a high  
level of client service in a dramatically changing world.

Chapter Specific SDG:
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From the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Berkley 
focused on its highest priority - the safety and wellbeing of 
its employees. We equipped virtually all of our employees 
with the necessary technology to work remotely and 
provided several options for securely accessing the 
Company network when working from home.

To help ensure the health of our employees, we created 
a tool in partnership with MedCall Healthcare Advisors, 
LLC to offer a mobile and online application to provide 
employees with information regarding their risk profile 
with respect to COVID-19 and, if appropriate, with video 
or phone access to a board-certified emergency room 
physician in their state.  

Additionally, our human resources team provided 
employees with tips for working from home to stay 
connected, positive and productive.  For example, we 
created virtual fitness challenges that provided an 
immersive team-based experience where employees 
teamed up with colleagues to get active and enjoy healthy 
competition with rival teams.  

Through our wellness program, Berkley employees have 
complimentary access to tools to help them cope with 
anxiety, eat healthily, exercise at home, manage their 
finances and get a good night’s sleep.  We created a series 
of guides to help people during the pandemic, including 
a guide to combat Loneliness During Social Distancing, a 
guide for Managing Stress, Emotions and Grief, and a series 
of parenting guides with tips for working parents to keep 
children engaged during the work day.

Berkley’s senior leadership team worked to maintain and 
strengthen our Company culture during the pandemic 
through regular communications with all employees.  
To keep our employees connected while physically 
distanced, the human resources team developed a 
monthly Flipbook newsletter entitled “Berkley’s Work 
from Home Journey” to share some of the creative and 
entertaining ways employees are working, laughing, 
staying fit and getting closer to one another all while 
continuing to physically distance.   

During the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, our structure and processes allowed 
us to adapt to the workflow upheaval caused by stay-at-home and shelter-in-place 
measures, while focusing on our employees and our customers’ needs at each location.  
By mid-2021, employees began returning to offices where vaccinations, local conditions 
and guidelines allowed. Throughout this unprecedented global crisis, we have 
maintained and even strengthened the bonds among our employees, while providing 
support to the communities where we live and work. 

C3

Berkley’s Work from Home Journey

The July 2020 issue of the monthly Flipbook newsletter 
recognized and celebrated our Berkley IT colleagues who 
support each of us every day and made our work-from-
home journey possible. It also celebrated the kindness and 
generosity of our incredible colleagues throughout the 
organization that care so much about one another, whether 
it is demonstrated in their words or actions. The May 2020  
issue highlighted the compassion, courage and heroic efforts 
of employees and members of our extended “Berkley Family” 
who are nurses, healthcare workers and first responders. They 
are truly heroes and their compassion, courage and heroic 
efforts are appreciated every day, but never more so than 
during this crisis that we continue battle across the globe.

Strengthening Our Culture  

Berkley 2021 Sustainability Report
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As economies around the world began to reopen, we 
planned for and implemented a phased return to our offices 
that continues in 2021 and prioritizes the safety of our 
employees. We put in place new procedures designed to 
maintain a safe work environment in our locations, including 
daily health screening questionnaires, temperature 
screening and social distancing guidelines.  In addition, 
we have strongly encouraged employees to become 
vaccinated.

We have made physical changes to many of our office 
spaces including the installation of touchless faucets in 
restrooms. We also require masks be worn in common 
areas of our offices when community transmission rates 
are high and have placed safety posters throughout our 
offices reminding employees of this requirement and 
other best practices.  Additionally, prior to returning to the 
office, employees are required to complete a COVID-19 
training course and acknowledge that they have read and 
will adhere to Berkley’s policies related to the pandemic 
at all times when in Berkley offices. Importanly, we remain 
flexible as new variants of the virus impact infection and 
hospitalization rates, or individual circumastances dictate.

Serving Our Customers
Berkley endeavors to have comprehensive business 
continuity plans in place at each of its businesses (both 
domestic and international) to maintain functionality 
during disruptions. At the start of the economic shutdown 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, we implemented 
these plans and successfully adapted our operations and 
processes to continue with “business as normal.” Business 
adaptations included virtual meetings and the use of 
technology tools to assist in business processes including 
underwriting inspections and claims adjusting.

Our businesses also focused their efforts during the 
pandemic on providing support and resources to help our 
customers.  Initiatives included:
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Product Payback: In April 2020, Berkley One 
announced an automatic 20% refund on two 
months of auto insurance premiums for clients 
with an active auto insurance policy as a result of 
data showing that clients were driving their cars 
less during stay-at-home and shelter-in-place 
measures. The payback was “intended to return 
money to clients when it could most help.”

New Services:  Berkley businesses introduced new 
services intended to meet the needs of customers 
during the pandemic.  Berkley Accident and Health 
introduced a COVID-19 Symptom Checker and 
Physician Access service for Stop Loss policyholders. 
This innovative new service allowed employees 
and their dependents to check their symptoms 
and connect virtually to a physician who is board-
certified in emergency medicine.

Expert Insight and Advice: As the pandemic 
unfolded in early 2020, Berkley businesses 
embraced their roles as experts in risk 
management and mitigation to provide 
valuable advice for customers. For example, 
Acadia, Berkley Technology Underwriters and 
Preferred Employers Insurance provided tips on 
working from home and safety information as 
clients reopened their businesses. Berkley Asset 
Protection shared advice for retailers to protect 
their shipments to customers during the holiday 
shopping season and Berkley Cyber Risk  
Solutions presented in a webinar regarding 
privacy concerns.
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Helping Our Communities
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Berkley’s commitment to 
support the communities where we live and work became 
more meaningful than ever.  In April 2020, the Company 
announced a $1 million donation to organizations focusing 
on food insecurity, children’s assistance and COVID-19 
response. These organizations included:

In addition, the Company launched a matching program 
for employee giving to such organizations, resulting in 
combined giving of nearly $2 million.   

The Company’s businesses also provided financial 
support and organized volunteer efforts for community 
organizations. For example:  

• Acadia provided support to organizations assisting 
those most affected by the pandemic, including 
non-profits providing food to children and other 
populations. 

• In London, employees of W/R/B Underwriting 
volunteered for National Health Service and local 
crisis teams. 

• A team of employees from Berkley Technology 
Underwriters competed in an Insurance Industry 
Charitable Foundation (IICF) event to raise funds for 
the COVID-19 Crisis: IICF Children’s Relief Fund.

Berkley 2021 Sustainability Report

Partners In Health launched a comprehensive 
effort across its network of supported 
countries to contain and control the spread 
of the novel coronavirus, ensure that patients 
are provided dignified care, and demonstrate 
to the world what aggressive action in 
vulnerable settings can achieve.

Project C.U.R.E. works with local Emergency 
Medical Services (EMS) units to protect 
the lives of first responders and medical 
professionals both in the U.S. and around  
the world.

Feeding America’s COVID-19 Fund is 
dedicated to feeding America’s hungry 
through a nationwide network of member 
food banks and engaging the U.S. in the fight 
to end hunger.

Children’s Aid Society serves some of 
New York City’s most under-resourced 
neighborhoods: Harlem, Washington Heights, 
the South Bronx and northern Staten Island.

$2 million   
total donation to organizations focusing on food insecurity, 
children’s assistance and COVID-19

Nearly

C3
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Today, companies often face external challenges in the form 
of shifting customer preferences, emerging risks and internal 
challenges, as well as the effects of technology on traditional 
employee roles. Berkley is rising to those challenges by seeking 
to build a culture of innovation that will serve the needs of its 
customers while at the same time enabling our people for the 
future.

Chapter Specific SDG:

Innovation
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Berkley’s Approach To Innovation 
We pursue innovation in a classically Berkley way – with 
an emphasis on the contribution of every individual 
employee. 

Since our founding, Berkley has differentiated itself 
in its marketplace with local decision-making. For 
the insurance industry, the autonomy afforded to our 
businesses was ground-breaking. As a result, Berkley’s 
deep connections with local and specialty markets are a 
unique advantage in responding to customers’ needs.

Currently, the property and casualty insurance market 
is shifting in ways that place a greater emphasis on 
our clients’ experiences and our ability to create 
additional value for them as a result of our knowledge 
and expertise. Technology can address many of these 
needs, but not all. Emotional intelligence has become 
even more important in setting us apart from our 
competitors.

In 2018, we launched an enterprise-wide Innovation Through People program involving all 
of our employees to nurture our entrepreneurial cultural foundations for continual growth 
and evolution. We appointed an Executive Vice President to provide high-level leadership 
of this effort.

In 2019 and 2020, we devoted significant resources to expanding the Innovation Through 
People program, introduced new tools to facilitate daily efforts to promote innovation and 
created structures and processes to drive the program forward.
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Launched SPARK!, a platform 
for collaborative ideation, 

experimentation and reporting, 
including capturing and 

measuring  outcomes 

Initiated employee training 
certifications for the seven 

Innovation Behaviors to 
further employee growth and 

development

Introduced the Berkley 
Innovation Lab to sustain 
and guide employees to 
think and act differently. 

Includes learning modules for 
onboarding new employees 
and developing leadership/

management

2020 Innovation Highlights:

“Each and every one of us has an important role 
to play – one by one, and as we bring together 
the collective power of diverse ideas and 
skills in teams. No idea is too small, and no one 
person lacks the ability to make a difference.” 

  – Letter to All Employees from Bill and Rob Berkley  
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Berkley’s Innovation Through People program sets out 
to engage and develop our people by promoting seven 
behaviors that we believe foster innovation. This collective 
effort is designed to produce a more creative environment. 
As we shifted to building innovation structures and 
processes across our organization in 2020, we embraced 
these behaviors as additive to our core values. Moving 
forward, we are focused on developing strategic 
innovation leaders that can lead the organization and 
sustain our capabilities into the future.

1 
Promoting Innovation Behaviors: In 2018 and 
2019, the innovation program held 14 workshops with 
Berkley senior officers and emerging thought leaders 

to advance seven innovation behaviors and build a mindset 
around innovation at Berkley. In 2020, we launched a “Why 
Innovation” video series to engage all employees in the 
initiative. 

The behaviors were then introduced to all employees 
through a series of entertaining videos, each with a colorful 
animated character to represent an individual behavior.  
Behavior certification courses, posters, trading cards and 
other materials were developed to enhance learning and 
engagement. In 2021, we began welcoming employees 
back to the office with a surprise set of Berkley Innovation 
Behaviors action figures.
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Pillars of the Innovation Through 
People Program

1. Promoting Innovation Behaviors: Seven 
individual behaviors that we expect will serve 
employees at work and in their personal lives 

2. Building a Culture of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurism: Collective and cultural 
foundations for creativity, experimentation, 
fast failure, learning and resilience

3. Creating Structures for Innovation: 
Standardized processes and tools to 
continually create value for our stakeholders

4. Capturing and Measuring Outcomes: 
Dedicated tools enable the following of 
ideas throughout their lifecycle and the 
measurement of their impact on our business

“The behaviors are for me –  
I apply them at home and at work – but 
they also create the right environment 
within the Company.”

    – Berkley communications employee
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2 B uilding a Culture of Innovation and 

Entrepreneurism:  The seven innovation 
behaviors are taking hold in the culture at 

Berkley, becoming embedded in processes critical to our 
organization. In 2019 and 2020, we institutionalized 
the processes and behaviors that we expect will lead to 
innovation and perpetuate our culture of entrepreneurism.

Culture may be an intangible concept, but it is of primary 
importance to our Company’s success. As set forth in 
our 2021 Proxy Statement:  “Our Board of Directors 
believes that our people are our greatest asset and that our 
corporate culture is the most important intangible value 
driver of our superior long-term risk-adjusted returns and 
growth in stockholder value. Our culture is what unifies 
our employees across our decentralized business model, 
ensures we are positioned to serve our diverse clients 
globally and propels the Company’s continuous evolution. 
We are committed to fostering a unifying culture and 
encouraging innovation across our enterprise.” 

3 Creating Structures for Innovation:  While 
it is implemented locally, Berkley’s Innovation 
Through People program is championed at the 

corporate level. In 2019, we created a brand for innovation 
at Berkley, supported by an internal education and 
awareness campaign, deepening employee engagement in 
this important pillar of our organization.

All Berkley businesses and internal practice units have 
named an Innovation Leader and have been tasked with 
building their own framework for supporting the seven 
innovation behaviors and the processes necessary to 
sustain an innovative practice and culture. 

We have also created a standardized framework for the 
process of innovation for all employees. The framework is 
focused on supporting employees in learning to “experiment, 
fail fast and start again” as well as in implementing what 
has been proven to work. In 2020, Berkley built an online 
curriculum and resource library to ensure the frameworks’ 
sustainability and upgraded its tool for company-wide 
idea engagement, enabling it to “cross-pollinate” good 
ideas across all businesses and internal practice units. The 
new tool has been named SPARK!  as a representation of 
the moment an idea comes to life and begins to spread. In 
2021, we added an experimentation module that futher 
institutionalizes our innovation process, adding structure 
and efficiency to the  implementation of new ideas.

“Behavioral learning is so important 
to the execution of ideas. You can’t 

skip culture and go straight to the new 
process.” 

 – William Rohde, Executive Vice-President at Berkley
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In September 2020, we launched the Berkley Innovation Lab (I-Lab) to sustain our innovationn efforts. I-Lab 

is an online curriculum and resource library with a series of modules designed to lead employees through 

the innovation process from beginning to end. It offers opportunities to learn and grow both personally and 

professionally, and to help us prepare as a Company to adapt and thrive in a rapidly changing world.

Each module consists of core content, toolkits, shared resources and further reading/viewing in hybrid 

formats to appeal to every learning style. For example, our Berkley Teaching Series includes video lectures 

and workshops created especially for us by professors who work closely with us in our innovation efforts, 

from schools such as the University of Virginia Darden School of Business and New York University Stern 

School of Business. Additionally, our Berkley Innovation Leaders Series allows employees to hear firsthand 

from colleagues regarding their innovation experiences and its implementation into their professional and 

personal lives. New content is added regularly, offering continuing education and engagement. 21
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4 
Capturing and Measuring Outcomes:  
The introduction of dedicated tools such 
as SPARK!  have enabled us to follow ideas 

throughout their lifecycle from ideation through 
experimentation to implementation. In doing so, we 
are better able to capture and assess the outcomes of 
our innovation program and measure their impact on 
our business.

By tracking certain metrics, we are not only able to 
gain insights into employee engagement, but we are 
also able to classify ideas as incremental, evolutionary 
or game changing, and tailor our training and strategic 
challenges to move along this spectrum.
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IdeaFest

IdeaFest is an event that was created by a group of 
Innovation Leaders to bring employees from the 
various corporate practice groups into the process 
of creating ideas. The inagural challenge focused on 
supporting the various Berkley businesses that we 
serve.

The event was styled after the NCAA March Madness® 
basketball tournament, with crowd-sourced voting 
narrowing ideas down to the Sweet 16 and a pairing 
excercise cutting those down to an Elite 8®. Internal 
expert scoring resulted in the Final 4® that were 
presented to our Executive Chairman and our CEO 
to select the winning idea. In addition, a number of 
other ideas that made good business sense and were 
easliy implemented were selected for immediate 
implementation.

With branded banners, awards for those selected 
to Sweet 16, Elite 8, Final 4 and winner, the event 
created a large degree of excitement throughout the 
organization and had extremely high engagement. 
More than 300 of our nearly 360 corporate employees 
participated. The challenge generated 81 new ideas, 
1,583 star ratings, 5,050 comments and 3,782 views. 

The event validated a number of our expections for 
this approach to ideation. It engaged our people in 
a manner that made them comfortable with putting 
their ideas out there, offering constructive comments 
and collaborating to create viable solutions. It also 
introduced a significanlty greater level of cross-
pollination between practice groups, as individuals 
from various departments were able to add to ideas 
that they may not otherwise have seen. 
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Human Capital 
Management
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As an insurance company, a team of qualified and dedicated 
people operating at the highest levels of integrity and 
commitment is our greatest asset. Berkley’s employees 
are crucial to our success, and we invest in their growth as 
individuals and professionals. 

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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Successfully transitioned 
to Work-From-Home while 

increasing employee 
engagement

Built upon existing efforts 
to establish an enterprise-

wide Diversity, Inclusion and 
Belonging Committee

Maintained turnover below 
industry averages

2020 Human Capital Management Highlights:

“How do we prevent this rapidly growing 
company from losing its small company soul?”

–  Rob Berkley, Berkley President and Chief Executive Officer

The health, saftey and well-being of our employees 
around the globe became our utmost prioity in 2020 in 
the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. To learn more about 
COVID-19 Resiliency at Berkley, please see Chapter 3 on 
pages 14-17.   

Despite the disruption of our day-to-day lives in 2020, 
W. R. Berkley Corporation continued to prioritize the 
ongoing development of our team. From the day it was 
founded, our business has been about our people and 
the expertise they bring to bear in all that we do. We 
trademarked the phrase, “Everything counts – Everyone 
matters”® more than a decade ago, and we live those 
words every day. 

Our approach to human capital management (HCM) 
exemplifies this belief. Since it is the approximate 6,500 
employees in our (re)insurance business who drive our 
success, we work to create a respectful, rewarding and 
inclusive work environment that allows our employees 
to build meaningful careers. Our decentralized 
operations allow us to develop cultures specific to 
each autonomous business while incorporating the 
core values that make each one “a Berkley company”. 
In addition, our unique structure helps us attract and 
retain professionals of the highest caliber who are 
drawn to our prized “small business” environment.
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Berkley resolved several years ago that the Company’s growth could not come at the 
expense of its small company soul, where every individual knows that their contribution 
is critical to the success of the organization. Human Resources leadership positions were 
created to maintain the feeling of a small company, and “we work hard at that every day,” 
our Senior Vice President – Human Resources attests.
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Management and Governance of HCM
Berkley’s human capital management and corporate culture 
are considered the most important intangible drivers of 
long-term value creation for our Company, and the highest 
priority for pursuing long-term risk-adjusted returns and 
growth in stockholder value.

W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors is responsible 
for management of human capital and cultural issues 
that may affect our business. The Board engages with 
our senior leadership team, including the Senior Vice 
President – Human Resources, on a periodic basis across 
a range of HCM issues, including succession planning and 
development, compensation, benefits, talent recruiting 
and retention, engagement, employee feedback and 
diversity and inclusion. In 2020, a management committee 
on Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging was established, 
led by the Senior Vice President - Human Resources 
and reporting directly to Berkley’s CEO and periodically 
reporting to the Board of Directors. More information on 
this committee is provided below under Diversity, Inclusion 
& Belonging. 

Human capital management and culture are tied to 
compensation for our most senior executive officers 
through the long-term value creation component of our 
incentive compensation program as set forth in our 2021 
Proxy Statement. 

Employment Practices
Employees are Berkley’s most valuable assets. This is a 
core tenet of our success as shown in the people-focused 
approach to employment practices throughout the 
Company.

Fair and Equitable Compensation: Each busness seeks 
to compensate employees at all levels competitively for 
their marketplace, commensurate with performance 
and consistent with independent salary surveys. This 
demonstrates our efforts to provide fair and equitable 
compensation to every employee for their contributions.

Financial incentives for employees are aligned with the 
Company’s risk and performance frameworks. Our “pay 
for performance” philosophy connects individual efforts 
with the results of their individual business and the overall 
Company, tying impacts to compensation. This provides 
employees an opportunity to share in the Company’s 
overall growth and success. 

W. R. Berkley Corporation has a profit 
sharing plan that was established 
for the benefit of all full-time 
U.S.employees. Each plan year, the 
Company makes an employer profit 
sharing contribution to the plan.  
The Company’s current minimum 
employer profit sharing contribution for 
each plan year is 5% of a participant’s salary for the period 
of the calendar year that the employee was a participant, 
up to the maximum amount permitted for one year by law. 

In 2019, Berkley introduced an individualized letter to 
more fully explain to each U.S. employee how the profit 
sharing plan benefit contributed to their account. This 
letter explains our profit sharing plan in plain language, 
specifies the percentage that the employee could receive, 
and describes how the contribution to their 401K was 
calculated. 

3
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Critical Elements of Berkley’s 

Culture

W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors has 
identified the elements of corporate culture that it 

believes are necessary to achieve our goals:

• Risk-Adjusted Returns

• Accountability

• People-Oriented Strategy

• Responsible Financial Practices

• Transparency
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Employee  
Health Plan  
Coverage
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Work-Life Balance: Each Berkley business is empowered 
to provide some flexibility for employees, where it can do 
so while maintaining the highest level of client service. 
Berkley makes the health and well-being of employees a 
high priority and makes reasonable accommodations to 
achieve this. Healthy work-life balance is also promoted by 
our benefits packages, including our parental leave policy. 

In the COVID-19 environment, the ability to work from 
home became a necessity. In March 2020, all employees 
other than essential workers were asked to work from 
home, and continued to do so into 2021, with greatly 
enhanced technological and human resources support. As 
COVID-19 vaccination rates increased and infection and 
hospitalization rates improved in 2021, U.S. employees 
began to return to the office. However, we have retained 
the work from home flexibility to adapt as new variants 
impact infection rates and/or personal health issues of 
employees warrant continuation of this practice. For 
information on Berkley’s responses to the COVID-19 
pandemic, see pages 14-17.

Long Employment Tenure: Berkley has a particularly long 
employment tenure for staff. By valuing each individual’s 
continual growth and experience, we seek to incentivize 
team members to stay with the Company until their 
retirement. Berkley’s turnover rates in each of the past 
three years have been consistently well below the average 
annual total separation rates for the finance and insurance 
industry provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Responsible Workforce Management: All employment  
is at will where jurisdictions allow. We comply with 
local regulations and statutes governing any workforce 
changes. When a reorganization is necessary or a team 
member’s position must be eliminated, the Human 
Resources Department conducts a clearly-communicated 
transition that may include, for example, severance 
and outplacement services for affected individuals. The 
Company has not had a major layoff (greater than 10% of 
staff or more than 1,000 employees). 

Employee Wellbeing and Benefits 
Berkley invests in its employees through robust health  
and wellness programs. 

The Company offers employees a comprehensive benefits 
package, including health and wellness, financial, 
educational and life management 
benefits. Benefits are geographically 
customized based on the laws and 
practices of the countries in which 
our employees are located. In the 
U.S., where the large majority of our 
employees are located, we have 
approximately 87% participation in our 

medical care benefits program.

Berkley’s Paid Parental Leave Program provides a fully paid 
leave of six weeks for a new mother following childbirth 
and an additional six weeks for the primary caretaker 
parent, whether that be the mother or another parent. For 
new fathers and adoptive parents, we provide six weeks, 
fully paid, for bonding with the new family member.
 

Other employee benefits:
• Dependent Care flexible spending account (FSA)  

for eligible employees.

• Mental health support with three free sessions per 
year, 24/7 access for mental health and well-being, 
substance abuse, support for daily stress, parenting, 
work situations, troubled relationships, and other 
issues, through Berkley’s employee assistance 
program. The program also offers free webinars, 
electronic resources regarding childcare, eldercare 
and discount programs, and a library of articles, 
videos and tools on work/life balance and behavioral 
health topics.

• Other wellness resources (tobacco cessation, health 
and mental well-being coaching, fitness challenges, 
health and wellness education, reducing stress, 
staying active, being productive, eating healthy 
and sleeping well) include webinars and reading 
materials.

In addition, we support employees efforts to positively 
impact their local communities and globally through 
charitable environmental and social efforts that are 
meaningful to them. For more information see the 
Community Involvement chapter on pages 79 - 85.

Data is for U.S. 
health plan as of 
12/31/2020
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Professional Development and Training
Berkley’ expects that its employees will spend many years 
with the Company and have a fulfilling career with the 
organization. To provide challenging career paths for 
our team, we have a robust set of formal and informal 
programs to help employees build specialized skills and 
thought leadership. We invest in employees’ growth 
as individuals and professionals through training and 
engagement. Our leadership programs cultivate the talent 
of our high-potential, strong-performing employees as 
we strive to deepen, enhance and diversify the Company’s 
leadership team. 

Each business develops onboarding and trainee 
development programs specific to its business, while 
having access to Company-wide content – such as 
Brainier – and third-party resources to support employee 
development.

Every business has responsibility for developing its people, 
but Berkley also provides group-wide tools and support for 
employee training and development.

Goal-setting and Reviews: Our professional feedback 
processes are a deliberate effort to communicate well and 
especially listen well, as a key element of Berkley’s culture. 
Berkley employees have professional goals and objectives, 
which are generally set on an annual basis according to 
their business’s tailored format. 

Professional goals, objectives and review processes help us 
measure employee competencies and match individuals 
with the right opportunities. They can also prepare 
employees to shift between different businesses if desired. 
Regular feedback helps every team member understand 
how their work contributes to Berkley’s overall success.  

The human resources team supporting each business 
is responsible for managing performance reviews and 
determining the most appropriate format and timeline. 
Through our human resources management platform, 
Berkley makes available a variety of templates for: 

• annual performance reviews, 

• self-appraisal, 

• follow-up on performance improvement,

• employee feedback on managers’ performance; and

• discussing an employee’s career path, providing 
feedback off-cycle and making a performance 
improvement plan. 

Training and Development: We strive 
to maintain our entrepreneurial culture 
and reputation with a commitment to 
workforce education and executive-
level development. 

Employees’ individual goals are 
supported by a variety of training and 
development opportunities. Professional training is led 
locally by the human resources manager and other senior 
management at each business. Berkley ‘s Vice President 
- Talent Management is dedicated to to developing and 
supporting a formalized learning and development 
strategy across the Company. At the corporate level, our 
Senior Vice President – Human Resources has oversight of 
talent management and reports regularly to W. R. Berkley 
Corporation’s Board of Directors. 

The Office of the Chairman organizes multiple regular 
sessions each year with experts in management and 
leadership that are attended by the Executive Chairman 
and the CEO, all individual business presidents, segment 
leaders with oversight of the individual businesses, 
and functional leaders at the corporate level. The 
meetings typically consist of: regular sessions on 
corporate initiatives; updates on financial performance, 
investments, and legal matters; periodic sessions on 
human capital management, actuarial, underwriting and 
claims, enterprise risk management and reinsurance; 
and occasional sessions as needed on technology, 
marketing and government relations. In addition, Berkley 
corporate functional areas conduct regular meetings 
of business leaders in areas such as human resources, 
finance, actuarial, claims, risk management and regulatory 
compliance.

Our Innovation Through People program provides 
additional opportunities for training and development, 
many of which are delivered through the I-Lab platform. 
See below.  For example, professors from the New York 
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University Stern School of Business and the Darden School 
of Business at the University of Virginia have conducted 
workshops on selected “innovation behaviors”, strategy, 
customer insights and experimentation, which are 
available to employees on the I-Lab platform. Additionally, 
our book club and thought leadership series allow 
employees to learn from one another. Our new six-month 
workshop called “Occulus” develops leaders by introducing 
concepts and enabling them to engage their own 
businesses in applying what they have learned.  For more 
information on the Berkley Innovation Through People program,  
please see pages 18-22. 

Berkley has a long-standing management training 
series for selected employees. We also offer access to 
technical training for the insurance business through 
The Institutes, which provides designations such as the 
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU), and 
other educational organizations, such as Kaplan. These 
organizations provide both introductory classes and 
courses tailored to specific careers, such as underwriting, 
actuarial, claims, reinsurance, surplus lines, licensing and 
other disciplines. 

In addition to offering access to industry-related education 
and exams for professional certifications, we also provide 
tuition assistance for employees interested in continuing 
to build their professional expertise. The various  training 
initiatives and educational asistance programs offered by 
our businesses are available to all employees to provide 
resources for everyone at Berkley to develop a deep 
understanding of our industry. 

Additionally, mentorship programs are popular among 
Berkley’s businesses. For example, Berkley Life Sciences 
has an internal mentoring program through which a more 
tenured employee supports and develops a less tenured 
employee. A more formal, enterprise-wide mentorship 

program is currently under development. 

 

Company-wide Learning Platform: In October 2019, we 
introduced a Company-wide learning management system 
called Brainier. Using the same learning platform across 
all businesses is part of our drive for increased learning 
and development collaboration throughout the Company. 
Berkley’s businesses are able to view and track employees’ 
assignments, development and path toward development 
goals in the system. 

Berkley uses Brainier as a platform for online training and 
virtual classrooms, and has added to the included content 
with over 8,000 courses from Skillsoft. Brainier creates 
certification paths for employees and is also the portal to 
Berkley’s Innovation learning center, known as I-Lab, which 
launched in September 2020. Over 5,000 innovation-
related courses were taken by Berkley employees in the 
first month that I-Lab was available. 

Brainier also allows for new courses to be added quickly 
as needed. For example, in mid-2020 all employees were 
required to complete COVID-19 education and  
awareness courses through Brainer. Additional modules 
for training and guidance on diversity and inclusion were 
introduced in 2020, including one on unconscious biases. 

Brainier Learning Management System 
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Additional types of employee training: 

Technical 
Training

Insurance 
Licensing 
Training

Professional 
Continuing 
Education

Management 
Development

Leadership 
Training

Diversity, 
Inclusion and 

Belonging 
Training

5,000
Innovation-related courses taken in the first month 
that I-Lab was launched in September 2020.
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2020 Learning Consumption

Total 2020 Learning Actions 94,109

Average Learning Actions Per Employee 14.21

Average Learning Time Per Employee 8 Hours, 6 Minutes
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Talent Acquisition 
In addition to developing our existing talent within 
Berkley, we are focused on procuring new talent that will 
contribute to the Company’s continued success. We are an 
equal opportunity employer and are committed to hiring 
individuals that will add to a diverse workforce with a broad 
range of backgrounds, skills and perspectives.

In 2019, we advanced our talent 
acquision process by centralizing 
it under a dedicated human 
resources specialist for recruiting and 
implementing a talent acquisition 
platform to help us source, attract, 
engage and hire the best talent for 
our needs.   We deploy a number of 

strategies to help us create a pipeline of strong candidates, 
including advanced sourcing tools, social channels and 
diverse slate requirements. 

To help us attract new talent to the industry, we actively 
encourage students and graduates to explore career 
opportunities in the insurance industry and at Berkley. 
We  are collaborating with universities for recruiting, 
participating in on-campus career fairs and use a virtual 
job board called Handshake, a platform that provides 
college students and alumni access to job and internship 
postings. We also participate in cooperative programs 
that can provide college credit for students working with 
our businesses while enrolled in school. The decentralized 
nature of our operations enable us to work with different 
colleges and universities locally while also engaging with 
colleges that have dedicated insurance programs. 

While we continue to recruit from within our industry, 
we also recruit from outside our industry for disciplines 
that are important to our future. In addition to 
traditional actuarial, underwriting, claims, risk 
management and finance roles, we also 
require data scientists, artificial 
intelligence experts and 
technical experts in 
our  specialty 
markets. 
To 
address 
this need, 
we are 
currently 
rolling out 
an innovation 
experiment 
focused on 
becoming an 
employer of choice  
for top technology and 
engineering talent.

Engagement
We believe that an engaged workforce drives better 
business results. For more than 50 years, we have worked 
hard to deliver an employee experience that engages our 
team and strengthens our organization.

Engagement at Berkley is a multi-level proposition that 
occurs at both the individual business level and at the 
enterprise level. Individual businesses may conduct 
engagement surveys and others, such as Key Risk, have been 
named  Top Places to Work by Businesss Insurance. To reach 
employees across the organization, we continue to enhance 
our internal communication tools and in 2020, introduced 
both the Berkley Innovation Through People Behaviors 
Video Series and the Berkley Work From Home Flipbooks.

In recognition of the importance of having an engaged 
workforce and the fact that employees desire a workplace 
that aligns with their needs, wants and values, we created 
a formalized process for garnering constructive and 
actionable feedback utilizing the tools in SPARK!  in 2020. For 
more information on SPARK! , see pp. 21-22.  

Each Berkley business community has the opportunity 
to participate in an internal “cultutral challenge”  to 

encourage employees to submit and vote on ideas to 
enhance their culture and environment. As a result of 

this effort, our businesses have revised dress codes; 
introduced new, more collaborative workspaces; 

expanded flexible working arrangements; 
and updated elements of our performance 

management process. These are examples of 
small changes that have a big impact and 

reflect Berkley’s continuing dedication to 
the well-being of its employees.  Yet, our 

work is not done. We continue to identify 
and implement ways we can make 

Berkley an even better place to work. 29
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SPARK!  Cultural Challenge Outcome

Berkley Integrated Soutions created a “Gratitude 
Wall” on their intranet to encourage connections 
between individuals.  It is an area where anyone can 
go at any time and list what they are grateful for that 
day, week, month or year.  The goal was to provide 
a very positive place where anyone can find help on 
days when things aren’t going exactly right.  Team 
members also have the ability to “Like” a posting and  
to provide support for the post and the individual.

“Gratitude is a thankful appreciation for what an 
individual receives, whether tangible or intangible.  
Gratitude helps people feel more positive emotions, 
relish good experiences, improve their health, deal 
with adversity, and build strong relationships.”
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Berkley has many reasons to value diversity in our 
workforce. It is a reflection of our clients and our communities 
and fosters innovation and creativity in our businesses by 
bringing together different perspectives and opinions.  

Our diversity, inclusion and belonging strategy begins with  
nurturing this culture and philosophy within our  
Company’s leadership, while working to make  
management, leadership and training opportunities  
fully inclusive and available to all employees.

Our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct sets out key ways 
in which we address diversity, inclusion and belonging, 
including by addressing discrimination and providing 
equal opportunities for all Berkley employees. All of our 
businesses engage in practices that support these policies.

Training on Diversity: Every Berkley employee is mandated 
to complete a series of trainings to prevent discrimination 
and harassment. In 2020, as an enhancement to existing 
training efforts, Berkley implemented a new training 
course required to be taken by all U.S. employees focused 
on unconscious biases. 

Through Berkley’s learning 
management system, Brainier, we 
offer many other diversity-related 
courses to all employees. We are 
also experimenting with hosting live 
sessions on topics relate to diversity 
to allow employees to share their 

experiences.

Oversight of Diversity: To further strengthen our efforts 
in this area and build upon the existing committees and 
work done at our businesses, we established a corporate 
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Berkley’s Code of Ethics and 
Business Conduct Prohibits: 

• Unwelcome sexual advances, gestures or 
physical contact; 

• Questions or conversations of a sexual 
nature; 

• Promising or threatening employment 
actions (such as promotion) in exchange 
for sex; 

• Ignoring complaints or requests that a 
certain offensive behavior stop; 

• Bullying or other abusive behavior; 

• Displaying or sharing materials that  
may be offensive to others; and 

• Retaliation against employees who  
report their concerns.

Fighting Discrimination to Build 
Inclusion 
In accordance with Company policy, as well as 
applicable state and federal laws, Berkley makes 
all employment-related decisions without regard 
to race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, 
disability, marital status and sexual orientation 
or other characteristics or activities protected by 
state or federal law. 

Managers have a responsibility to understand and 
follow anti-discrimination laws and regulations 
and to safeguard that hiring, promotions and 
other employment decisions are focused on merit. 

Discrimination, or even the perception of 
discrimination, as well as all forms of harassment, 
are taken seriously by management. Employees  
are asked to report incidents to their manager, 
human resources or other corporate officer. In 
addition, the Company also offers an anonymous, 
independently operated, multi-linguistic, 
telephonic hotline (EthicsLine) available to all 
employees for raising legal and ethical concerns. 
Berkley will not tolerate offensive, harassing or 
bullying behavior. 30
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Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging committee in 2020. 
The committee is led by W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Senior 
Vice President – Human Resources, who reports directly 
to the CEO and periodically to our Board of Directors. The 
committee is composed of ten additional thought leaders 

from various disciplines at Berkley 
businesses around the world and the 
corporate team. The composition 
is also balanced to have diverse 
representation by race, gender, age 
and sexual orientation.

The committee is a tool for driving 
continued participation in this important area at all levels 
of the Company. It seeks to create an opportunity to see 
diversity, inclusion and belonging through different lenses 
and provide additional perspectives. A key objective is 
to identify and promote opportunities for education and 
training on diversity and inclusion.

Engagement on Diversity: Berkley has been actively 
engaging and soliciting feedback from employees 
regarding its diversity, inclusion and belonging efforts. 
We conducted a survey of all employees around the 
globe on this topic in 2020, and were pleased to receive 
high marks for our existing policies, culture and activities. 
We learned that our employees most wanted additional 
training and opportunities for dialogue. This valuable 
input was reviewed by various leaders, including the 
presidents, human resources and diversity leaders at our 
individual businesses, and was incorporated into the 
Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging committee’s agenda and 
objectives.  To further these efforts in 2020, we introduced 
new diversity training, added education materials in 
our online learning system, created a platform to share 

information with all employees and held live events.

Berkley believes that its innovation program and its 
support for developing specific innovation behaviors have 
enhanced the culture of inclusivity in its work environment.  
For more information on Berkley’s Innovation Through 
People Program,  see pages 18-22.

Diversity Initiatives at Berkley Businesses
Because Berkley is composed of more than 50 businesses 
in addition to its corporate and other service groups, many 
of our initiatives follow a common framework, but are 
implemented at a local level. The extent of these initiatives 
varies depending upon the number of employees at each 
business and its level of matuirty. Some businesses may 
collaborate on certain initiatives. 

Employee support: Many of Berkley’s businesses run 
diversity initiatives including employee affinity groups, 
diversity councils or networking groups. For example, 
Berkley Technology Services has a Women in Technology 
group that brings in speakers to cover topics related to 
innovation and career development, hosts a book group,  
promotes related volunteer activities and has implemented 
a focused mentoring program.

Formalizing Diversity and Inclusion: In 2019, Acadia, 
a Berkley business based in Maine, formed a Diversity 
and Inclusion committee with a focus on education and 
awareness, while another Berkley business in the U.K., 
W/R/B Underwriting, updated its Diversity and Inclusion 
plan. In 2020, we began using the input from our diversity, 
inclusion and belonging employee outreach to create a 
framework that each business can adapt to support this 
important area in their organizations. Other businesses are 
implementing or updating their organization’s initiatives. 
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Diversity: 
the Concept

What does  
it mean to  
Berkley?

Diversity at Berkley means that each individual is unique and valued. It is Berkley’s 
goal and commitment to seek out diverse perspectives at all levels and in every part 
of our organization. 

Our people have been our competitive advantage during our more than 50-year 
history and will continue to be long into the future. 

Inclusion:  
the Action

How do we 
create the 
culture and 
environment 
we want?

Inclusion at Berkley means we work together to create a safe and supportive 
environment where all individuals are treated fairly and respectfully, and are 
encouraged to share ideas and opinions. 

Inclusion requires awareness and action focused on bringing people “in.” We have a 
responsibility to speak up when we see this is not happening. Only when each  
person feels comfortable bringing their authentic self to work can they fully 
contribute to the organization’s success.

Belonging:  
the Feeling 

How do  
employees 
want to feel?

Belonging at Berkley is how an individual feels when they are included, valued and 
recognized.

Berkley is a community of people where “Everything Counts, Everyone Matters.”
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Giving Voice to Diversity and Inclusion: In 2020, Berkley 
businesses were empowered to use their expertise to 
contribute to the social justice dialogue and to share 
information on their office’s diversity and inclusion 
initiatives. Berkley One, which insures fine arts clients, 
ran a social media campaign spotlighting diverse artists, 
winemakers and other creators. Berkley Accident and 
Health provided educational information to its social 
media followers about Patricia Bath, Charles Drew 
and Daniel Hale Williams, who were Black pioneers in 
medicine.

In a LinkedIn post from Acadia during LBGTQ+ Pride 
Month, the organization’s senior management team 
and Diversity and Inclusion committee shared photos 
of themselves in their Pride shirts, voicing support for 
equality for all people and diversity ideals.

In 2020, we began holding live virtual events for 
employees to discuss various diversity, inclusion and 
belonging issues and share their own life experiences. 
The events were prompted by a discussion at a meeting 
of human resource leaders that showed just how 
impactful it was to learn about these issues through the 
eyes of others.  

By giving voice to our employees and increasing 
learning resources on this topic, we are creating a 
more aware and empowered workforce with a greater 
focus on improving not just our numbers, but more 

importantly our behaviors and culture.    
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Go Home to Nothing (Hoping for More), 2018 

Oil, acrylic and glitter on canvas by Arcmanoro Niles

In early 2020, as we transitioned to work-
from-home due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we increased the frequency of meetings with 
our human resources leaders throughout the 
organization. During this time, Americans 
across the country rallied for racial equality 
and social justice. People of color at Berkley 
began sharing their experiences, with one 
father telling his story of raising four Black sons 
in the city of Chicago. “There were 90 people 
on the call, and 90 people were crying,” recalls 
an attendee. This human resources leader 
has continued to speak out at Berkley events 
and engage other businesses by discussing 
his experiences and inviting others to do the 
same.  For many of his colleagues, it has been 
a transformative experience to learn how 
people they work with have been treated. 



Diverse Employee Representation: 
In 2020, 2,084 women at Berkley occupied positions with  
managerial responsibilities in the U.S., which resulted in 47% 
of all managerial level positions being occupied by women. 
Across Berkley’s total workforce, female representation was 
52% (3,418 women employees) in 2020. We are proud to have 
a balanced team of men and women across our Company.

Depending on regulations that apply to each of our 
businesses’ geographical locations, we collect and analyze 
minority and ethnicity data, where it is voluntarily provided 
by employees. In the U.S., our diversity is consistent with the 
distribution for employees of insurance carriers and related 
activities, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Through various recruiting strategies, we continue to seek 
ways in which to increase diversity beyond the industry 
standard.  In 2020, Berkley employed people in 18 countries 
outside of the U.S., including in South America, the U.K, 
Continental Europe, Australia, Asia, Canada and Mexico. 
Berkley continues to explore opportunities to expand 
monitoring across our businesses in all locations. 

In 2020, Berkley on-boarded new hires with an approximately 
equal gender representation of 51% men and 49% women. 
Over the last three years, the number of new hires under the 
age of 30 has ranged from 28% to 35%. 

Board Diversity: W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors 
includes three women members, making up 30% of the 
Board’s representation. This level of gender representation at 
the Board-level has earned the Company a designation of a 
“Winning” Company by 2020 Women  
on Boards for having over 20% of women on the Board.  
We continue to search for directors who can bring value, 
expert advice and diversity. We have refreshed 38% of  
our independent Board members over the past four  
years, improving the Board’s gender, age and ethnic diversity 
and enhancing the Board’s collective expertise.

Gender Representation  
on W. R. Berkley Corporation’s 

Board of Director
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Age Representation  
on W. R. Berkley Corporation’s  
Board of Directors
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12%

23%

25%

28%

12%

30 AND UNDER

31 - 40

41 - 50

51 - 60

61 AND OVER

Age Representation 
of Berkley Employees

47%

48%

48%

53%

52%

52%

2018

2019

2020

MALE FEMALE

Gender Representation 
of Berkley Employees

40%

30%

30%

60 AND UNDER

61-70

70 AND OVER

https://2020wob.com/educate2/?companyname=berkley&state=&sector=&rating= 
https://2020wob.com/educate2/?companyname=berkley&state=&sector=&rating= 


Ethics &  
Compliance
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Berkley’s success over the past five decades has been 
underpinned by its culture of ethics and compliance. Strong 
policies underlie this culture, which has been instilled by its 
most senior executive officers since the Company’s founding 
and is manifested daily through leadership with integrity. This 
culture is constantly nurtured and reinforced by, among other 
things, Company-wide mandated ethics training and other 
ethics resources for employees, such as an independent,  
24-hour ethics hotline.  

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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Management Governance of Ethics
W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Chief Compliance Officer 
implements the Company’s overall ethics and 
compliance programs, including its business ethics, 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations and 
efforts with respect to anti-corruption and avoiding 
anti-competitive behavior. 

The senior management teams of each of our 50+ 
businesses are generally responsible for their individual 
operational compliance. Across our organization, 
Berkley managers are expected to set a strong example 
of ethical conduct, help their teams understand the 
W. R. Berkley Corporation Code of Ethics and Business 
Conduct (the “Code”) and encourage employees to 
speak up about any ethical concerns. Each business has 
established a Business Ethics Committee to advise on 
ethical questions. 

The Business Ethics Committee of the W. R. Berkley 
Corporation Board of Directors administers the Code as 
well as the the Company’s Statement of Business Ethics 
and is responsible for reviewing related disclosures 
made by Berkley employees and directors.

In addition, W. R. Berkley Corporation’s General Counsel 
and Audit Committee of the Board of Directors are 
responsible for reviewing ethical and legal concerns 
received through our ethics hotline. 

Policies
W. R. Berkley Corporation has several key policies that 
play a prominent role in setting expectations and 
providing guidance for our employees, managers and 
senior leadership. 

The Code is a statement of our high standards for ethical 
behavior and legal compliance, and governs the manner in 
which we conduct our business. The Code also addresses 
compliance with laws and regulations in each jurisdiction 
where we do business, such as the Foreign Corrupt Prac-
tices Act (FCPA) in the United States and the Bribery Act of 
the United Kingdom.
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Corporate Governance Complaint 
Procedure

Berkley has established a procedure for 
complaints regarding accounting and corporate 
governance matters. The procedure outlines 
the process to submit a complaint regarding 
allegations of legal or accounting improprieties 
and/or retaliatory acts and details how any 
complaint will be treated upon receipt by the 
Company’s General Counsel, including the 
receipt, investigation and resolution thereof. 
To ensure oversight at the highest level, 
periodically the W. R. Berkley Corporation 
Audit Committee will receive a summary of 
complaints made pursuant to this procedure 
and their resolution.

The complaint procedure can be viewed here.           
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The Code covers important areas of business conduct, in-
cluding anti-corruption, gifts, potential conflicts of interest, 
insider trading, antitrust and fair competition and quoting 
practices, business records, employment policies, intel-
lectual property and the protection of confidential infor-
mation, and other topics connected to our reputation as a 
company. Separate corporate policies provide additional 
guidance on anti-corruption and other topics. 

As the Code is updated regularly to remain current with 
changing laws, regulations and industry best practices, 
each year employees are required to certify that they have 
reviewed it. This annual certification process is completed 
online through a third-party vendor and includes ques-
tions regarding conflicts of interest and required reporting 
of any potential conflicts not previously reported.

W. R. Berkley Corporation also has in place a Statement of 
Business Ethics for the Board of Directors, as well as a Code 
of Ethics for Senior Financial Officers, which applies to our 
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Control-
ler.

The Code and the other governance documents referenced 
above are publicly available and can be found on our  
website here. 
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“Our Code applies to everyone – from senior 
executives to entry-level employees –  
and no one is exempt.“

 –  Message from Bill Berkley, Executive Chairman, and Rob Berkley, President and CEO

 
Key Areas Addressed in the 
Code of Ethics and Business 

Conduct:

• Channels to anonymously raise concerns

• Diversity and equal opportunity

• Harassment and treating each other  
with fairness, dignity and respect

• Workplace safety and security

• Protecting information and data

• Data privacy and security

• Avoiding insider trading/sharing insider 
information

• Potential conflicts of interest

• Accepting gifts

• Observing laws against bribery, 
corruption and avoiding “facilitation 
payments” in foreign countries

• Political contributions and activities

• Fair dealings with customers, agents, 
brokers, suppliers, competitors and 
employees

• Business records and reporting

• Cooperating with a government 
investigation
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100% completion of Code of Ethics 
certification by current employees 

worldwide
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https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/code-of-ethics.pdf
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Policies on Anti-Bribery, Anti-Corruption and Sanctions:  
W. R. Berkley Corporation has formal policies prohibiting 
bribery and corruption, including facilitation payments to 
governments and related parties. 

Our Anti-Bribery/Anti-Corruption Compliance Policy 
prohibits making or offering bribes to public officials or 
for commercial purposes and provides guidance on key 
topics, such as bribes, gifts, entertainment and political 
contributions. The policy is complementary to the Code, 
which charges all employees with knowing and following 
our anti-bribery rules, and reporting actual or suspected 
violations of the policy. 

In order to protect the Company and our clients from 
undue risk, Berkley aims to avoid writing insurance in 
locations with high corruption rates and avoids business 
with any entity (individual, organization, country or 
other) identified by the U.S. Treasury Department Office 
of Foreign Asset Controls (OFAC). Berkley’s sanctions 
compliance program and Economic Sanctions Policy apply 
to all Berkley businesses around the world, and all are 
subject to the economic sanctions laws and regulations 
of the U.S., as well as other countries where we operate. 
Berkley does not write insurance policies subject to anti-
money laundering regulations, as they do not apply to 
property casualty insurance products. 

Berkley utilizes LexisNexis’ Bridger OFAC screening 
technology to scan transactions for sanctions-related risks 
and has operating guidelines requiring that suspicious 
transactions be appropriately reported. Millions of 
transactions are scanned annually using the LexisNexis 
Bridger tool. Furthermore, in order to facilitate compliance 
in our reinsurance business, our reinsurance contracts 
regularly include the industry standard sanctions clause.

Millions of transactions 
are scanned for 
sanctions-related  
risks annually.
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Corporate Governance Guidelines: The W. R. Berkley 
Corporation Corporate Governance Guidelines set out 
procedures and standards regarding functions of its Board 
of Directors, including the qualifications of Directors and 
their responsibilities, compensation, continuing education, 
election procedures, performance evaluation and 
management succession.

Pursuant to our Corporate Governance Guidelines, the 
Board seeks to undertake appropriate succession planning 
for our CEO, including policies and principles for selection 
and performance review, as well as emergency succession. 
Succession and contingency plans are also in place for our 
Executive Chairman of the Company.

Ethics Training & Resources 
Berkley mandates ethics training for all new employees, 
covering the Code and related Berkley policies. The 
training sets the expectations for new employees with 
respect to ethical conduct and reviews the procedures to 
raise concerns of possible violations of law or Company 
policy. 

The training course offering is updated regularly, with 
two modules added in 2018 to cover Anti-Bribery and 
Competitive Intelligence, a module added in 2019 
required for all U.S. employees entitled ‘Sexual Harassment 
Prevention: A Matter of Respect’, and a training course 
covering coronaviruses and COVID-19 safety introduced in 
2020. 

Conflict of Interest – Training and Exposure Questionnaire: 
Employees are required to complete an annual certification 
process regarding conflicts of interest, administered by a 
third-party training vendor. The certification includes a series 
of questions about the individual employee’s exposure to 
various types of conflicts of interest (e.g., family members’ 
interests and outside business interests). 

Disclosed conflicts are examined by the businesses’ 
Human Resources departments and the Senior Vice President 
- Compliance provides a comprehensive report to the Board 
of Director’s Corporate Business Ethics Committee on an 
annual basis. The report also details any action taken by the 
Company in response to the disclosed conflict. 
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Tax Transparency
Berkley actively promotes tax transparency and 
adherence with applicable law, to ensure its 
compliance with the tax obligations that arise in all 
of the jurisdictions in which it conducts business.  

Berkley embraces the view that value is created 
through commercial activity, which results in the 
need to pay the appropriate amount of tax. As a 
result, Berkley does not engage in tax motivated 
transactions which are devoid of business purpose 
or economic substance to achieve a lower statutory 
rate.  Moreover, to the extent Berkley affiliates enter 
into intercompany transactions, we require that the 
related pricing be consistent with comparable arm’s 
length transactions. 

During consideration of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 
2017, Berkley led a successful effort to close a  legal 
loophole in the U.S. Federal tax law that allowed 
foreign-owned insurance companies to avoid paying  
their fair share of U.S. income tax on their U.S. 
generated insurance businesses.  

W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors 
includes a director with comprehensive expertise 
and insight related to tax policy and tax matters. 

W. R. Berkley Corporation discloses tax information 
in its annual 10-K filing, which can be found here.

2020  Coronaviruses and 
COVID-19 Safety

Completion Rate for  
U.S. Employees

Total Employees Completed 

100%

7,523 

2020 Code of Ethics  
Training Course

2020 Code of Ethics 
Certification for 
Active Employees 
Worldwide 100%

Required Completion Rate
for Active New Employees

100%
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Employee Ethics Resources: Other ethics resources for 
Berkley employees include Business Ethics committees at 
each business, a “no retaliation” policy for those reporting 
unethical behavior and an anonymous, independently 
operated, multi-linguistic, telephonic hotline (EthicsLine) 
available to all employees for raising legal and ethical 
concerns. Instructions on how to access these resources 
are included in the Code and communicated to employees 
through their mandatory annual review of the Code. 

Every Berkley employee is responsible for reporting possible 
incidents of fraud or other legal or ethical violations of 
which he or she becomes aware. Berkley is committed to 
investigating all EthicsLine reports. Any confirmed retaliation 
against an employee who reports illegal or unethical 
behavior is treated with disciplinary action, which can include 
termination. 

 

The EthicsLine is available 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week on an anonymous basis for all Berkley employees, 
contractors, customers and suppliers worldwide to report 
legal or ethical concerns. Reports to the EthicsLine are 
typically responded to within 24 hours of receipt. The 
EthicsLine also serves as a resource for employees to ask 
anonymous questions about ethical concerns for specific 
business scenarios. 

Reports received through the EthicsLine and related 
investigations are reviewed by Berkley’s Chief Compliance 
Officer and its General Counsel and presented to the 
Board of Directors on a quarterly basis. The number of 
reports received by the EthicsLine is reported to our 
external auditor on a quarterly basis and the EthicsLine 
is also tested quarterly by our external auditor to ensure 
comprehensiveness, credibility and compliance. 

Over the past three years, all reports made through the 
EthicsLine were reviewed and investigated, and are now 
closed, including 10 reports that were submitted in 2020. 
For reports which lead to a discovery of violations of law 
or Company policy, disciplinary and/or other appropriate 
actions will be taken.

Specialized Trainings for Employees 
In an effort to maintain the highest ethical standards, Berkley offers additional courses on a range of topics, including:

Sanctions: Relevant 
employees are required to 
complete training on the 

topic of economic sanctions 
– “OFAC and Other Trade 
Sanctions (II)” – which is 

provided by a third-party 
vendor as part of our overall 

corporate suite of training 
requirements. The course is 
required of all employees 

except those in the United 
Kingdom and China, 

who complete a separate 
specialized module. In 2020, 
99% of assigned employees 

completed the training 
within the prescribed time. 

 

Anti-fraud:  
This training is provided 
by a third-party vendor 

and is specialized for new 
and existing claims and 

underwriting employees 
in order to train them to 

recognize red flags  
for fraud.

Surplus lines: This 
training is specialized for 

employees who work for our 
surplus lines business for 

California-located insureds. 
The training covers  

state-specific rules and 
includes a test that each 
CA-located surplus lines 
employee is required to 

complete and pass.

Other: Other corporate 
trainings include 

information protection, 
records management and, 
for European employees, a 
course on the EU’s General 
Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR).
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Employee Activity: We support the right of employees to become personally involved in political activities outside 
of work. The Berkley Code of Ethics and Business Conduct provides guidelines for employees as they engage in 
political and charitable activities, including that employees: (i) should make it clear that they are expressing their 
personal opinions, not those of the Company; (ii) are restricted on making financial contributions on the Company’s 
behalf without approval from the corporate legal department; and (iii) may use only their personal time and 
resources related to political involvement, communications and other activities.

Public Policy
While Berkley supports and participates in the political process to 
benefit our business, our industry and society, we equally emphasize  
the need to avoid undue influence and minimize associated risks.

• American Academy of Actuaries

• American Institute for Chartered 
Property Casualty Underwriters 
(The Institutes)

• Member of Board of Trustees:             
W. Robert Berkley, Jr., President & 
Chief Executive Officer 

• American Institute of Marine 
Underwriters

• Member of Board of Directors: 
Brian M., Berkley Offshore 
Underwriting Managers

• American Property Casualty 
Insurance Association (APCIA)

• Member of Board of Directors: 
W. Robert Berkley, Jr., President & 
Chief Executive Officer

• Casualty Actuarial Society

• Insurance Information Institute

• Member of Board of Directors: 
W. Robert Berkley, Jr., President & 

Chief Executive Officer

• Communications Committee: 
Karen H., Vice President – External 
Financial Communications  

 

• Council of Insurance Agents & 
Brokers – Council Partner (CIAB)

• Independent Insurance Agents 
& Brokers of America, Inc., 
(The Big “I”) 

• Trusted Choice Member

• Institute for Highway Safety

• Inland Marine Underwriters 
Association

• National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)

• Berkley participates in meetings 
of the NAIC along with other 
industry participants to contribute 
to the development of insurance 
regulation. These meetings provide 
us an opportunity to interact and 
collaborate with the state-based 
insurance regulators.

• Society of Actuaries

• Wholesale & Specialty Insurance 
Association (WSIA)

• Career Development Committee: 
Joe D., Admiral Insurance Group; 
Donald D., Nautilus Insurance 
Group; Nick G., Nautilus Insurance 
Group; Ryan M., Admiral Insurance 

Group; Nicholas P., Vela Insurance 
Services; David S., Admiral 
Insurance Group

• Events Committee: Maureen M., 
Admiral Insurance Group; Lynette 
C., Admiral Insurance Group; 
Mandy M., Admiral Insurance 
Group

• Insuretech Committee: Andrew F., 
Vela Insurance Services; Ben W., 
Admiral Insurance Group; Jason W., 
Nautilus Insurance Group  

• Internship Committee: Ben H., Vela 
Insurance Services; Andrew M., 
Admiral Insurance Group; Ryan S., 
Admiral Insurance Group; Jose O., 
Vela Insurance Services

• Membership and Ethics 
Committee: Lindy G., Admiral 
Insurance Group

• Professional Liability 
Underwriting Society (PLUS)

• Trustee: John B., Berkley  
Professional Liability

• National Council on 
Compensation Insurance (NCCI)

• Past Chairman: W. Robert Berkley, 
Jr., President & Chief Executive 
Officer

Trade Associations: Berkley is active in industry trade associations, several of which include Berkley senior 
managers in leadership positions. Berkley is also actively involved in relevant industry trade associations 
some of which may address public policy issues at both the state level and the Federal level. Trade 
association involvement includes the following: 

We are also members of the United States Chamber of Commerce and participate in items of national significance 
to our business.
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Federal law prohibits W. R. Berkley Corporation from making campaign contributions to federal candidates. Over the 
past three years, other political contributions, if any, have been negligible.  

Additionally, Berkley businesses communicate through their trade organizations to the National Association of Insur-
ance Commissioners (NAIC), legislators and regulators on relevant legislative and regulatory issues, such as changes to 
U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), to encourage actuarially sound rates, building codes, safety and 
storm preparedness.  

Our political expenditures over the last three years have been less than $1M annually, or approximately .01% of our 
total operating costs and expenses.  On a quarterly basis, expenditures are reported to our Vice-President – Federal 
Government Relations, who prepares and submits the required disclosure filings. These filings can be found on the U.S. 
Senate Lobbying Disclosure website at https://lda.senate.gov/system/public/.

Political Action Committee: In the United States, insurance is primarily regulated at the state level, although 
certain Federal regulations also apply. The W. R. Berkley Corporation Political Action Committee (PAC) is a U.S. 
Federal Political Action Committee that aggregates voluntary contributions from certain Berkley employees 
and their families to donate to candidates for Federal office. Berkley’s Deputy General Counsel is responsible for 
the administrative oversight of the PAC. Information regarding donations to the PAC and its contributions and 
expenditures are filed quarterly with the Federal Elections Commission  and is publicly available on its website. 

Federal Government Relations: Berkley’s Vice President - Federal Government Relations is located in Washington, 
D.C. and is responsible for (i) Federal Government Affairs, including monitoring and reporting on  
legal and legislative developments that affect the property casualty insurance business and (ii) liaising with,  
and providing support to, key industry trade associations or industry coalitions.
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Information 
Security
It is a Berkley priority to protect our information technology, 
computer systems, corporate and customer data, 
e-commerce data, email communications, applications 
software and other elements of our information and 
technology assets. Trust in our systems is essential to our 
Company and to our clients.

Chapter Specific SDGs:

Berkley 2021 Sustainability Report C7
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Management and Governance  
of Information Security 
Berkley’s information security functions are managed 
using a top-down approach, overseen by senior level 
management. The Board and its committees receive 
periodic updates on information security risks from 
members of senior management, including the Senior 
Vice President — Enterprise Risk Management. As part 
of the oversight of the information security program, 
the Board of Directors of Berkley Insurance Company 
receives an annual report from the Chief Information 
Security Officer (CISO), who presents Attestation 
Evidence for New York State Department  
of Financial Services Part 500 (23 NYCRR 500), including 
metrics on Berkley’s security posture.

The CISO also reports regularly on adherence to 

compliance requirements, including regional and 
global security and privacy regulations and industry 
requirements.

Senior management oversight for Berkley’s information 
security program is conducted by the Company’s IT 
Executive Governance Committee, which is made up 
of Berkley’s Executive Vice President of Enterprise 
Technology, Vice President of Security, CISO, General 
Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer. The IT Executive 
Governance Committee reviews and approves the 
Company’s policies on information security.

Additionally, Berkley has established an Information 
Technology (IT) Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) 
team that is responsible for oversight of the security and 
technology programs including maintenance of policies, 
standards, processes, procedures and control testing 
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Strengthened our information 
security program to address 

increasing prevalence of worldwide 
ransomeware attacks, building on 

the foundation laid in previous 
years.

Expanded the information security 
team with the addition of highly 

capable senior leadership and 
experts in privacy, technology  

and cybersecurity.  

Increased the consistency of 
our processes across all Berkley 

businesses around the world.  

2020 Information Security Highlights:

Berkley’s Information Security program builds on several years of focus on three 
essential components: people, processes and technology. By combining the 
expertise of our people, robust processes and advanced technology, the Company 
seeks to use its data to quickly respond to identified risks.

“We are making better use of the data we 
generate so we can respond quickly to threats.”

– Berkley’s Global Chief Information Security Officer
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across security and technology enterprise-wide. The GRC 
team is led by the CISO and Vice President of Governance 
Risk and Compliance. 

Within the program, we have restructured our team, 
processes and technology in an effort to enhance its 
privacy, technology and cybersecurity capabilities. 

Berkley expanded its information security team to 
include people with expertise by adding several new 
roles:

• In 2019, we created two new senior leadership 
positions: Vice President of Security Operations 
and Architecture, and Regional Information Security 
Officer for the Asia-Pacific region. 

• In 2020, we added four new positions to the 
security management function: Director of 
Security Operations, Director of Security Strategy 
and Program Management, Director of Security 
Architecture & Engineering and Director of 
Vulnerability Management. 

Information Security Policies & Goals
Berkley’s information security program is designed 
to protect the confidentiality, integrity, availability 
and privacy of our information systems and data. 
Our processes focus on the five steps of industry best 
practice for cybersecurity: identify, protect, detect, 
respond, recover. These steps are set by the U.S. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

Berkley’s information security program is risk-based 
and designed so that our security technologies 
and processes – which are measured continuously 
– substantially reduce our risk in several areas. The 
program includes:

• Control testing of important aspects of security 
and technology solutions and processes across the 
technology and individual business functions;

• Implementing and testing privacy and other annual 
items in accordance with regulatory requirements;

• Providing consultative services in reviewing 
technology solutions in an effort to ensure 
appropriate security controls are in place;

• Assessing, scanning, validating, prioritizing and 
remediating application and infrastructure security 
vulnerabilities;

• Monitoring and investigating potential or actual 
security events, including effective and consistent 
incident response processes;

• Implementing, managing and maintaining the 
security technologies and processes that are 
designed to protect Berkley;

• Implementing technologies and processes to assess 
user access privileges across the firm, including 
the approval process for creation, modification and 
deletion of user access;

• Introduction of advanced data loss prevention 
technologies and processes designed to monitor, 
alert and block data from leaving the company 
accidentally or maliciously;

• Providing secure solutions for the transmission of 
personal, confidential and proprietary information 
to third parties; and

• Overseeing the onboarding 
and management of third-party 
providers to ensure appropriate 
security controls are in place and 
technologies offered by third party 
providers are implemented and 
maintained in a secure capacity.
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Berkley Oversight of  
Information Security

• Board of Directors

• CEO and President

• Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)

• Senior Vice President –  
Enterprise Risk Management 

• IT Executive Governance Committee 

• IT Governance, Risk and Compliance team
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Berkley remains vigilant in its continuing efforts to 
strengthen its systems for protecting data, information 
and intellectual property. As our CISO notes, “security is 
never finished,” and our policies, processes and standards 
continue to evolve to enhance the program. 

Information Security Policies: Berkley consistently 
upgrades and relaunches its information security policies 
and standards. These policies and standards may be 
revised in accordance with updated and enhanced 
industry regulations, compliance and regulatory 
requirements, and industry best practices. They prioritize 
consistency with such domestic and global standards 
as the NIST framework and the global standard for risk 
assessment, ISO 27001. 

Employees are required to keep confidential all 
information about employees, policyholders, and 
claimants, among others, and access the information only 
for designated business purposes. Sharing and disclosing 
confidential information is carefully monitored and 
regulated and requires express authorization of use.

 
 

 

We apply a set of 17 standards that comprise our 
overarching internal policy on information security. It 
applies to all W. R. Berkley Corporation employees and 
contractors. The policy suite covers the management 
structure for our program and physical safeguards for 
data centers, including objectives and targets set for one 
to three years at a time, as well as security management, 
data protection and communications, and privacy 

standards, among other 
elements. 

Strategic Goals: 

The information security program has seven 
goals:

1. Cultural uplift – the changing of corporate 
culture to see security as behavior of all 
employees; 

2. Key Leader Engagement – the act of reaching 
out to key leaders to instill a secure by design 
ethos; 

3. Secure by Design – the action of building 
security upfront into the development life 
cycles and behaviors of Berkley employees 
and affiliated partners; 

4. Security and Privacy Consulting Services – 
the capability to reach out to our businesses 
to support them with security related 
activities; 

5. Program Reporting – the capability to 
provide accurate situational and program 
level insights into the InfoSec Program;

6. Network Security & Resilient – the 
architecting and engineering of a secure and 
resilient Berkley Enterprise network; and

7. Maturing Capability Insourcing – the  use of  
strengths of a maturing and talented InfoSec 
workforce to move away from MSSPs to 
provide organic security services to Berkley.

Standards 
that comprise our overarching 
internal policy of information 

Berkley’s IT Security Policy, 
Standards, Guidelines and 
Procedures Address: 

• Risk Management

• Personnel Security

• Physical Security

• Network Security

• Data Protection

• Access Management

• Third-Party Risk Management 

• Application Management

• Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity

• Security Monitoring and Incident Response

• Data Privacy
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Our standards and policies around information security are 
reviewed annually or more frequently, as needed.

Guidance for employees on the use of information 
technology and on data privacy is also provided in Berkley’s 
Code of Ethics and Business Conduct. Many states and 
countries have detailed laws and regulations addressing 
privacy and the protection of personal data. The data 
protection rules of the European Union (EU), in particular 
the GDPR, have requirements for collecting and working 
with data from EU citizens. In some cases, the GDPR limits 
the types of information we can collect. In other cases, 

we are required to obtain the individual’s consent for the 
specific ways the data will be used.

We have created supporting handbooks to help both 
corporate staff and our businesses support and adopt 
compliance with these policies and practices. 

Information Security Management System: Berkley’s 
information security management system is modeled on 
the global standard for risk assessment, ISO 27001, and 
incorporates relevant standards, laws and guidance from 
ISO 27002, NIST framework and 23 NYCRR 500, along with 

The W. R. Berkley Corporation Third-Party Risk Management program focuses on information security risk management 
associated with the use of third parties, including third party risk assessment and due diligence activities. The program 
that started in 2018 has grown to address information security and data privacy risks including GDPR, NYSP500, CCPA, 
LGPD and other regulatory requirements and works closely with our businesses, procurement, legal and compliance 
teams. Currently, the program encompasses hundreds of reviews in different countries including foreign language 
reviews.  In 2019, we implemented a new toolset for easy communication and interactions with stakeholders and third 
parties to streamline the efficiency and effectiveness of the process. 

Our Third-Party Risk Management program conducts an information security risk assessment on new and existing 
in-scope third parties on an initial and periodic basis. The assigned risk rating considers key relationship risk 
factors, including business criticality, access to data, network and shared data classifications, utilizing a quantitative 
methodology. Depending on the inherent risk rating, Berkley may further conduct due diligence activities, including on 
the third-party’s information security practices and controls. Third party inherent risk ratings also determine the minimum 
frequency of the periodic risk reviews conducted under this program, with higher risk third parties reviewed more 
frequently. Depending upon the risk ranking of the third-party, reviews are updated every one to three years. Contractual 
language with all third parties requires that they implement adequate measures to ensure information security, including 
the applicable components of 23 NYCRR 500 as well as GDPR. 
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Berkley’s information security management 
and privacy standards collectively cover: 

• Publicly available data protection policy

• Rights provided to individuals regarding the 
control of the data

• Commitment to implement effective data 
protection standards

• Commitment to notify data subjects in a timely 
manner of policy changes or data breach

• Commitment to obtain user data through lawful 
and transparent means, with explicit consent of 
data subject as required 

• Commitment to collect and process user data that 
is limited to the stated purpose

• Clear terms involving the collection, use, sharing 
and retention of user data, including data 
transferred to third parties

• Commitment to require third parties with whom 
the data is shared to comply with policies

Third-Party Risk Assessment
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privacy regulations such as GDPR)and California Consumer 
Protection Act (CCPA).

Information Security Risk  
Assessment & Audits
To protect our information and customer data, we draw 
on three lines of defense: individual employees across 
the Company, the information security program and 
targeted internal audits.

The practices in the information security program 
include assessments with multiple layers of testing and 
measurement, as well as vulnerability assessments for 
known threats, and mandatory training sessions for all 
employees.

Berkley advanced its information security program 
in 2019 by building on the foundations laid for 
vulnerability management in 2018. We have 
incorporated tools and technologies to better find, 
categorize, prioritize and respond to vulnerabilities. 
In 2020, we continued formalizing the operating 
procedures of the vulnerability management program 
and defining new metrics for reducing threats in the 
environment. 

Our information security management system 
undergoes continuous control testing in line with the 
GDPR, NIST, ISO and the CCPA. This is done largely 
using self-attestation and self-analysis to validate our 
businesses’ ability to comply with policies, procedures, 
standards and regulatory requirements. 

For  businesses or functions that we believe have 
elevated risk profiles, our team provides on-site 
validation. These hands-on assessments focus primarily 
on data privacy and building procedures to respond 
to requests for data. The Privacy team conducted 
workshops with over 40 Berkley businesses, resulting 
in the creation of privacy-focused data inventories and 
data flows to support CCPA compliance. 

Vulnerability assessments are conducted on a daily 
basis. In addition, an external firm conducts annual 
penetration testing, which was completed in August 
2020. This takes the form of a comprehensive simulation 
to attempt to break through our perimeter systems and 
gain access to data records. 

Beginning in 2019, we use enhanced social engineering 
– such as voice-testing – to make simulated phishing 
attacks more thorough. Employees participate in 
such tests without knowing they are doing so. As our 
information security program continues to mature, we 

are reinforcing these efforts through more aggressive 
testing. 

To help Berkley prepare for the organization’s response 
in the event of a major incident, in 2020 a global table-
top exercise was performed. This real-time exercise 
was designed to emulate our response at a senior 
leadership level to a multi-region cyber event, and to 
ensure effective communications and coordination to 
the cyber incident.

Data Privacy Program: Berkley’s data privacy program has 
created a process that our businesses apply to several 
regulations that require continuous control testing, 
including GDPR, the CCPA and Brazil’s Lei Geral de Proteção 
de Dados (LGPD). Our common framework is based on 
those best practices, and we are rolling out a privacy 
program across all of our functions and businesses. 

In 2019 and 2020, we held workshops with Berkley 
businesses based in the U.S. to understand what personally 
identifiable data they collect and for what purposes – 
the “data inventory” – and examined their practices in 
gathering, processing, storing and sharing personal data 
– the “data workflow.”  This information allowed us to 
identify businesses that may present a higher privacy risk 
in their operations, and ensure controls are appropriate 
for the level of risk. The data inventory and workflow 
documentation is reviewed annually.

Additionally, in the second half of 2020, we performed a 
successful table-top exercise to test the newly developed 
procedures and tools for fulfilling consumer requests.

Data Access Request Management: Both GDPR in Europe 
and the CCPA in California require companies to have 
a process by which individuals can request access to 
their data to understand what has been collected, how 
it is being used, and with whom it has been shared. 
Individuals can request that their data be removed from 
the Company’s systems within a defined timeframe and 
subject to certain exceptions. 

C7
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Berkley has introduced an online process for submitting data requests 
electronically. Once the request is received, it is handled by the 
appropriate privacy and information security resources at Berkley 
to confirm the requestor’s identity and determine the appropriate 
response to the request within the prescribed timeframe.

We participate in vulnerability information sharing networks, such 
as the Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center 
(FS-ISAC) and subscribe to threat intelligence services to monitor dark 
web and internet threat activity to our data or sensitive information.

We also track industry and government intelligence sources for 
impact in the marketplace and deploy necessary updates as 
appropriate. Additionally, new laws and regulations are monitored for 
potential impact to Berkley operations and we will endeavor to revise 
our controls, as needed.

Monitoring and Responding to Data Breaches: Berkley deploys 
industry leading tools and technologies to detect, prevent and 
mitigate threats and cyber-attacks. These tools, technologies, and 
processes are continually improved in an effort to reduce risk, 
decrease response time, and improve efficacy of actions and fidelity 
of threat data. These tools include security information and event 
management (SIEM), endpoint detection and response (EDR), 
antivirus, data loss prevention (DLP), advanced web and email 
filtering, anti-phishing, vulnerability scanners, identity and access 
management tools, multifactor authentication and other industry 
standard solutions. 

C7

Data Protection Methodologies

Berkley’s security operations strategy is based on the concept of  
defense-in-depth, and uses a layered design so that the business  
can operate with reduced risk.

Preparation
Analyze our operating 
environment and use 
indicators of impending 
attack to modify control 
posture prior to an event 
occurring. Test controls.

Detection
Identify attempts 
(successful or otherwise) 
to compromise the 
confidentiality and 
availability of our IT 
infrastructure. 

Prevention
Identify all vulnerabilities 
that could be exploited 
to inform remediation 
efforts.

Response
When a control breaks, 
gain understanding, 
resolve it as quickly as 
possible, notify required 
parties, and assess why it 
occurred.

Recovery
Return the environment 
to a ‘normal’ state through 
forensic investigation 
and crisis management/
resolution.

P

Pr

D
R

Re
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Over the past two years, Berkley has designed 
and built an identity and access management 
program. We have acquired new technology to 
review entitlements and provision and manual 
and automated systems under a new umbrella 
program. eprovision user access. We are currently 
working to merge manual and automated 
systems under a new umbrella program.



Information Security Training: Berkley provides training 
and awareness communication about information security 
on a frequesnt basis. Topics are selected to respond to our 
industry’s trends and challenges.  

• Our completion rate for security awareness trainings 
for employees is typically 100%, reflecting our 
Company’s strong culture of reacting to awareness 
and education requirements.

• All employees and direct-hire contractors are 
required to complete training within 30 days 
of employment. We regularly achieve a 100% 
completion rate. 

• Additional training is provided at least tri-annually 
on specific topics. In 2020, the trainings covered 
email security on mobile devices, unintentional 
internal threats, and ransomware.

Data Privacy Training: All Berkley employees are trained on 
data privacy during new employee onboarding and  
re-trained annually thereafter and/or as required by law. 

• In the European Union, 100% of all active employees 
who were assigned the training are required to 
complete the annual targeted training on the GDPR.

• California-based employees are mandated to 
complete training on the state’s CCPA. In Brazil, an 
employee training has been deployed on Brazil’s 
data privacy regulation LGPD. 

Training on Information Security & Data Privacy 
All new Berkley employees receive security and data privacy compliance training as part of the onboarding process and 
are required to review the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct. All employees are required to recertify on an annual 
basis, with relevant topics covered in the training and re-certification processes including “Protecting Our Information” 
and “Records & Data Management.” In 2020, we had completion rates of approximately 99% for the assigned new 
employees in both of these trainings.

Additionally, our annual security awareness training covers a broad range of security topics to respond to current 
challenges and industry trends, including email security, social engineering, privacy, ransomware and compliance. We 
have also introduced educational information to increase awareness during National Cyber Security month.
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Energy &  
Environment 
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Berkley recognizes that a stable climate and a healthy planet 
are essential to the well-being of society and the global 
economy. We seek to contribute to these important goals by 
minimizing our own impact while helping our clients to manage 
their risks. This chapter highlights several Berkley actions 
showing how protecting the environment and smart financial 
management go hand in hand. 

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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In contrast to industrial or manufacturing firms, as an 
insurance company, our relatively limited environmental 
impact generally originates from:

In 2020, we continued to focus on minimizing our 
environmental impacts in these three areas (see “Impact 
Categories” on left). In addition, our products and 
services provide support for clients with environmental 
and climate change-related risks in various ways. More 
detailed information on this is available in the chapters 
on Climate Risk Management on pages 58-66 and 
Products & Services on pages 67-73. 

Among other climate-related issues, our 2020 response 
to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC) Climate Risk Survey details Berkley’s wide-
ranging efforts to: reduce paper use; recycle; donate 
used items to charities and schools; reduce chemical 
impacts on the environment; carefully manage 
water use; and utilize energy-saving measures for 
heating, cooling, lighting and office computers. More 
information on Berkley’s NAIC climate risk response can 
be found in the chapter on Climate Risk Management on 
pages 58-66. 

We are committed to complying with all environmental 
laws and regulations in the countries where we operate. 
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Completed the conversion of all 
Berkley Multi-Function Devices/

Copiers to intelligent devices that 
meet or exceed ENERGY STAR® 

standards.

Our headquarters office reduced 
energy use and greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions, and we completed 
the co-location of 18 businesses in 

Chicago to increase efficiencies. 

Berkley is tracking and reporting 
Scope 3 emissions under the 

GHG Protocol for the third year 
in a row, which is the first step to 
understanding potential ways to 

reduce our impact.

2020 Energy & Environment Highlights:

We are working to change human habits 
and office systems to conserve precious 
natural resources for the long term.

IMPACT
CATEGORIES

Work processes and 
employee habits in 
our office locations

1
The environmental 
footprint of the 
buildings that we 
own or occupy

The impact of our 
business travel and 
commuting 
practices

2

3
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Environmentally Friendly Workplaces 
We are working to change human habits and office 
systems to conserve precious natural resources for the 
long term. Berkley offices encourage recycling, conversion 
to paperless operations and reuse of materials. Some 
businesses have formed Environment 
Committees to increase employee 
awareness of the need to reduce the 
use of utilities as well as other items 
such as paper and plastic, and are 
engaging employees by sharing such 
information via periodic employee newsletters.

Responsible Paper Management:  We have implemented 
various initiatives to reduce the consumption of paper 
products and are making significant progress towards 
having all-digital workplaces with minimal paper usage:

Eliminating paper: 

• Berkley International Seguros SA is one of the 
first insurance companies in Uruguay with a fully 
paperless strategy for its policies. Its Accounts 
Payable & Receivables department is also paperless. 
Continental Western Group recently achieved a 
paperless office, and is now keeping essentially 
all files electronically. On track for the same 
achievement, BerkleyNet plans to go paperless at its 
new location in 2021 as does Berkley Re America.

• Berkley businesses are becoming “digital first” for 
their marketing materials, meaning that information 
is available online for agents and clients. At Berkley 
One, 78% of clients are enrolled in the “e-Policy” for 
paperless communications. 

• Technology provides access to documents through 
electronic portals and eliminates document 
exchange in paper. This also reduces the need for 
storage space for document retention purposes.  

• We promote scanning and, when printing is 
necessary, printing double-sided to save paper. 
Overall reliance on printing is discouraged by using 
Follow-You Printing at certain businesses, which 
requires employees to be present at the printer to 
accept the print job, both improving security and 

saving toner, paper and wear on machines. Working 
from home during the pandemic made us less 
reliant on printers, and we are encouraging this new 
habit going forward. 

• In meetings, we frequently use whiteboards and 
digital display equipment instead of paper easels.  

Recycling paper: Recycling bins are located either at 
each employee’s desk or at convenient central locations. 
Several offices employ single-stream recycling, allowing 
employees to put paper into bins with other materials for 
recycling, thereby increasing convenience and rates of 
recycling. The corporate office works with a third-party 
vendor on shredding and recycling solutions, and is now 
utilizing an off-site shredding process that allows paper 
to be baled and sent to pulping mills for recycling where 
contents are de-inked and turned into new products.

Purchasing environmentally responsible paper products: 
We typically use environmentally responsible paper 
products, including Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification (PEFC) and Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC)-certified paper. Most Berkley companies use recycled 
paper products in their offices.

Converting paper to energy: At Berkley offices in Maine, 
paper and trash waste are burned at a “waste-to-energy” 
facility, converting it into energy with very low emissions.

Avoiding single-use plastic: Berkley combats plastic 
pollution in several ways. For example, Berkley Asset 
Protection discourages the use of bottled water, Berkley 
International Brazil does not use plastic cups and Acadia 
Insurance has transitioned to only using reusable 
silverware, plates and cups instead of single-use plastic 
items. Several other companies utilize compostable,  
paper-based products instead of plastic items. In London, 
offices in our Scalpel building use water dispense points 
to make drinking water available at strategic locations 
throughout the building, reducing plastic waste from 
bottles. Reusable water bottles have been provided to all 
Berkley employees in the Scalpel building. 

Avoiding styrofoam: Numerous Berkley businesses avoid 
the use of styrofoam and other materials that do not break 
down easily.
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Minimizing chemicals: We endeavor to employ only  
eco-friendly cleaning products for use in our offices at Berkley 
headquarters and many of our businesses. Additionally, 
Berkley has taken steps to recycle ink and toner cartridges. 
It should be noted that our operations do not produce 
hazardous waste.

Donating used items: As our office space is re-configured, 
surplus furniture is often donated to local schools or not-for-
profit organizations. Similarly, office supplies are typically 
recycled and donated to an organization that provides low 
cost/free supplies to teachers who have a need for classroom 
items. Used computer equipment is recycled when possible or 
refurbished and donated to local charitable organizations that 
need computer equipment. 

In Maine and Massachusetts, we collect returnable recycling 
and donate the cash earned to a non-profit organization of 
our employees’ choice. 

Drop off bins are avilable in many locations for employees 
to donate such things as eyeglasses, batteries, and old cell 
phones, which are then donated to organizations that are able 
to re-use the recycled items.  

Conserving water: Many Berkley offices carefully manage 
water use, both for landscaping and inside the buildings. 

• Indoor water conservation: At our Greenwich, 
Stamford and Chicago offices, all bathroom sinks 
and toilets are enabled with sensors to reduce excess 
water use. In London, all toilets have both a standard 
and short flush option. 

• Outdoor water conservation: Many Berkley offices, 
as well as building managers for buildings our 
businesses occupy, closely monitor outdoor 
irrigation. At some locations, sensors determine 
whether the grounds require water based on the 
amount of rainfall that the area has received. Others 
are set on timers and only run during specific times 
to ensure predictable monthly water usage and avoid 
over-watering. 

Green procurement: Equipment for our operations, such as 
copiers, printers, multifunction devices, and desktop/laptop 
computers, is purchased centrally. Copiers and multifunction 
devices are intelligent devices that meet or exceed ENERGY 
STAR® standards. The vast majority or our desktop and laptop 
computers and printers are ENERGY STAR® certified. 

Other supplies are purchased by each business to fill their 
unique needs. Berkley companies are empowered to set 
internal policies that foster environmentally friendly processes 
and product-related procurement for their operations. 
For example, Continental Western Group uses a cleaning 
company that only uses green-certified products while 
Berkley Industrial Comp and Berkley Life Sciences engage 
specifically with their vendors to incentivize improved 
environmental performance in their own operations.

The Scalpel
Berkley’s European headquarters building, located in 
London’s financial area and nicknamed the “Scalpel,” 
is Building Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method (BREEAM) certified. The building 
was developed by Berkley and designed to minimize 
environment impacts through initiatives such as: 

• Ban the Bin: We removed individual employee 
trash bins and replaced them with more 
strategically placed recycling points.

• Follow-You Printing requires employees to be 
present at the printer to accept the print job, 
improving security and saving toner, paper and 
wear on machines.

• Water Dispense Points make water available 
at strategic locations throughout the building, 
reducing plastic waste from bottles, energy use 
from refrigerator use and carbon emissions from 
delivery vehicles. Reusable water bottles have 
been provided to all employees. 

• Water Conservation: All bathroom sinks are 
equipped with sensors to reduce excess water 
use, and all toilets have both a standard and short 
flush option.

• Conserving Energy and Reducing Emissions: 
Various technologies such as LED lighting, passive 
infrared (PIR) motion sensors, Zip-Tap hot water 
points, motion-detecting escalators and electrical 
appliance sleep mode provide energy efficiency.

• Cycle to Work: To assist and encourage staff in 
reducing their carbon footprints, we have 396 
bicycle spaces and showers in the building.
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Reducing our Operating Impact
Despite the relatively limited environmental impact of 
our business, the environmental effects of our operations 
were reduced as we worked from home during the pandemic 
in 2020, and we learned much about how we can carry these 
benefits forward while maintaining our high level of serivce. 
Virtual communications have enabled us to reduce travel 
emmissions and their greater acceptance as an alternate way 
to communicate visually with customers and distribution or 
other partners has driven us to utilize other technologies. For 
example, we are leveraging virtual technology for loss control 
and risk assessment of existing and new business, loss control 
service visits and training sessions.  In 2020, the Berkley One 
personal lines business began placing a tool in the hands of its 
homeowner insureds that enables them to conduct their own 
property surveys for valuation and loss control purposes. This 
has reduced the need for appraisers to drive to the insured 
homes to perform in-person inspections. Additional technol-
ogy enables property claimants to photograph damage and 
send the photos to vendors to 

obtain repair estimates, similarly eliminating the need for 
claims adjusters to perform in-person assessments. 

Encouraging Clients to Engage  
in Environmentally Friendly Behaviors 
Berkley businesses use their resources to communicate and 
educate clients on environmentally responsible behaviors.  
For example, a regular newsletter from Acadia Insurance to its 
customers had a special focus in April 2020. It highlighted the 
resiliency of the environment as a rare bright spot in troubling 
times, thanks to lower traffic and industrial impacts brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic related shutdown. To turn 
this lesson into lasting change, the newsletter also asked 
readers to commit to “one sustainable thing you can do.”

Environmental Impact of Berkley Buildings 
In our office buildings, we seek to make the most efficient 
possible use of electricity and other resources, reducing 
expenses through energy reduction and  helping to protect our 
environment at the same time. 

Office relocations increase resource efficiency: For the 
last eight years, Berkley has been consolidating office 
and building space to achieve greater efficiencies. In 
order to support strong environmental management 
of our locations, we carefully research potential new 
office locations to determine their 
environmental impacts and how well 
they will accommodate heating, cooling 
and lighting needs.

In October 2019, we opened a new 
office building in Chicago, Illinois, co-
locating 18 businesses at one location 
that were previously spread across seven facilities. The 
consolidation reduced our space by 22,313 square feet, or 
23% of the previous footprint. We expect this move to save 
over $21 million over the next 15 years, with the majority of 
this savings coming from reduced rent costs, and heating, 
cooling and electricity costs for excess office space. Energy 
usage will also be reduced. The benefits go beyond cost and 
carbon savings: when more businesses can speak and meet 
in person, and spontaneously when needed, communication 
can improve and work speeds up. Feedback on ideas can 
be obtained immediately, and a tremendous infrastructure 
is available to employees for daily use – which may not be 
the case in smaller, stand-alone offices. This may also reduce 
travel, further lowering costs and emissions.

We continue our efforts to standardize the configuration 
of offices at the approximately 200 properties that we 
lease. As an example of modified office space to reduce our 
buildings’ footprint, our Chicago offices have generally been 
standardized to a workstation size of 6’x7’, and a standard 
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Supporting Biodiversity 
through Client Awareness and 
Communications: 
Preferred Employers Insurance took a unique step 
to raise customers’ awareness of an environmental 
problem while providing them with a way to 
help. The business began printing promotions 
for a new service on “seeded paper,” which, when 
planted, sprouts pollinating wildflowers to nourish 
the declining bee population. After a customer 
registers for the service, they are asked to plant 
their registration sheet. 

This Berkley business also uses printer paper made 
from discarded milk cartons (that are produced 
using wind power) for materials used to inform 
clients of trees lost to wildfire and deforestation.
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office size of 10’x12’, with a larger 10’x15’ version for some 
select offices. This standardization allows us to plan and 
implement the consolidation of certain office locations 
and reduce unnecessary use of space. Space requirements 
are also reduced by going paperless, as space is no longer 
needed to file and store paper records.

In 2021, Berkley’s office in Stamford, Connecticut relocated 
to a new facility, Metro Center, with robust sustainability 
commitments and practices on reducing energy use and 
GHG emissions. The building is the first and only office 
building in the United States to have achieved the Well 
Health Safety rating from International Well Building 
Institute. 

Over time, we have moved individual data centers to 
centralized locations, reducing some of the redundant 
power and utility usage as well as required office space.

Energy efficiency: We frequently utilize energy-saving 
measures for heating and cooling, lighting and computers 
during and outside of working hours. Many of our offices 
use ENERGY STAR products, as well as energy-saving lighting 
products, and have replaced older lighting with LED options. 

In newer office spaces, we generally use LED lighting and 
other best practices for energy efficiency. For example, our 
office complexes in Birmingham, Alabama and Chicago, 
Illinois utilize automated motion-detecting lights, as do 
many of our existing buildings. 

Environmental building standards: Berkley embraces 
important environmental building standards wherever 
possible, such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency’s (EPA) ENERGY STAR program. 

Berkley invests in properties with environmentally 
responsible features and credentials, such as 600 Lexington 
Avenue in New York City, which has LEED Gold certification. 
In Washington, DC, Capitol Crossing is targeting a “Beyond 

LEED Platinum” status. Investing in such buildings makes 
good business sense. LEED-certified buildings have lower 
vacancy rates than non-green properties and lease-up rates 
of up to 20% above average. 

In addition to our investment buildings, many of the spaces 
occupied by Berkleybusinesses provide environmentally 
responsible features.

Capitol Crossing - Washington, D.C. 

Capitol Crossing is being developed as the first “eco-
district” in the nation’s capital. The buildings will be 
equipped with EcoChimneys that use biofilters to clean 
exhaust and other toxins from the integrated parking 
structure. Biofiltration is a pollution control technique 
that uses plant material to capture and biologically 
degrade pollutants. 

The project also features water cisterns and a 
centralized water collection and reuse system to 
capture and treat storm water run-off, and 150 electric 
vehicle charging stations and 440 bicycle spaces to 
help reduce emissions that contribute to climate 
change and smog, improving public health and 
reducing ecological damage.

Two buildings within the project have been 
substantially or fully completed. Both are LEED 
Platinum-certified. They utilize ENERGY STAR 
equipment, green roofs and high-performance, 
heat-insulated triple-pane glass for maximum light, 
comfort and energy savings. The buildings are also 
outfitted with “daylight harvesting” systems that reduce 
overhead lighting use. These systems work by: 1) 
utilizing the ambient (natural & artificial) light present 
in a space; 2) dimming or switching off lighting when 
sufficient ambient light is present or when the space 
is unoccupied; and 3) utilizing zones to stagger the 
dimming and switching of lighting loads, depending 
on their distance from windows and skylights.

Berkley Occupies Buildings with  
Environmental Certifications

Building City Certification

Urban Towers Irving, Texas LEED Gold

725 South Figueroa Street Los Angeles,  
California LEED Platinum

Metro Center Stamford,  
Connecticut

ENERGY STAR

Well Health  
Safety Rating  

from the International Well 
Building Institute

757 Third Ave 

(17 businesses operate at this 
location)

New York, New York
LEED Silver

ENERGY STAR

Berkley Invests in Properties  
with Environmental Certifications

Building City Certification

600 Lexington Avenue New York, New York
LEED Gold

ENERGY STAR  
rating: 78

The Scalpel London, UK BREEAM 

Capitol Crossing –  
200 and 250  

Massachusetts Avenue
Washington, DC LEED Platinum 55
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TRIP DISTANCE SEGMENTS SEGMENT  
MILEAGE (MILES)

CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS (MTCO2)

LONG 221 727,045 325

MEDIUM 2,984 2,903,097 737

SHORT 1,862 584,430 230

2020 Scope 3 Emissions 5,067 4,214,572 1,293
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Emissions Data: Headquarters Building
We calculate the energy and emissions data for our 
126,890 square foot headquarters building in Greenwich, 
Connecticut, using the GHG Protocol methodology 
developed by the World Resources Institute (WRI). The 
methodology used is compliant with the ISO 14064 
standard. Our headquarters building had a headcount of 
180 full-time employees and contractors in 2020.

We expect that the ability to track 
our emissions will help us better 
understand our environmental 
impact and allow us to implement 
additional strategies for reducing 
emissions. Going forward, we will 

explore opportunities to include more of our businesses 
and buildings around the world in this analysis. 

 
Emissions Data: Business Travel

As a service-based business, one of our most substantial 
categories of energy use beyond our office facilities’ 
energy use is our business air travel. As these emissions 
occur in large part from sources we do not own or control 
(i.e., air travel and hotel stays), it is a challenge to reduce 
our contributions to this type of emissions (referred to as 
‘Scope 3’ emissions). The first step to facing this challenge 
is to track and report our Scope 3 emissions. 

 
Scope 3 Emissions - 2020

Scope 1 and Scope 2 Emissions
at Greenwich, CT Headquarters

at Greenwich, CT Headquarters
Intensity Metrics

CO2 (metric tons) 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Gas (Scope 1) 751.3 801.7* 1,044.2 930.2 987.2

Electricity (Scope 2) 345.6 425.5 460.2 438.9 399.9

ELECTRICITY 
(KWH) 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Per SQ FT 12.16 13.12 14.18 13.52 12.33

Per Employee 8,572.37 8,759.10 9,472.19 9,034.85 8,232.01

GAS (CCF) 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Per SQ FT 1.08 1.15* 1.5 1.33 1.42

Per Employee 759.84 768.22* 1,000.57 891.32 945.94

GHG (MTCO2e) 2020 2019* 2018 2017 2016

Per SQ FT .00864 .00967 .01186 .01079 .01093

Per Employee 6.09 6.46 7.92 7.21 7.30

*For approximately two months in 2019, one of the two absorption 
chillers that provide heat and cooling to the HQ building was inoperable. 
This could have impacted gas consumption in 2019.

* Travel booked in U.S. Excludes travel not booked through Egencia.

The vast majority of our business travel is booked through a business travel management partner. Egencia provides us 
with a carbon emissions report on the commercial air travel for business by all employees traveling both domestically 
and internationally, who use the travel management system. We use this report to track our Scope 3 emissions. We are 
working with our partner to expand the percentage of operations covered in our Scope 3 emissions. Travel in 2020 was 
dramatically reduced due to restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Environmentally Friendly Commutes 
Carpooling: Carpooling has been adopted at a number 
of Berkley office locations as a means to reduce the 
number of cars on the road and the amount of emissions 
released by vehicles. Employer-sponsored rewards for 
carpooling have boosted participation in this program.

Public transit: Berkley offices are often deliberately 
positioned near public transport stations, which reduces 
employees’ use of private vehicles. For example, our new 
office complex in Chicago is directly across the street from 
two public transportation stations: Union and Ogilvie. The 
Berkley offices in Stamford and Greenwich, Connecticut, 
are strategically located in close proximity to train stations. 
Some businesses provide employees with public transit 
passes to further incentivize this low-emissions way of 
getting to work.

Biking to work: Berkley provides designated bicycle storage 
facilities at many of our office locations. Our London office 
has 396 bicycle spaces and also has showers in the building 
for those who cycle to work. 

Electric vehicles: Some Berkley businesses continue to 
reduce their fleet of company vehicles even as we are 
replacing them with more efficient electric vehicles. As a 
result of the growing trend in electric vehicle use, certain 
businesses are increasing the locations and number 
of electric charging stations for their fleet, as well as 
employee use. 

Flexible hours and shared spaces: Berkley businesses are 
empowered to use flexible hours and shared office spaces 
near employees’ homes. This reduces the need to commute 
long distances or drive during high-traffic times.

Working remotely: In 2019, Berkley businesses increased 
the use of web-based meeting technology to conserve 
on employee travel. Our businesses have increased the 
number of new hires who live a non-commutable distance 
from their main office and work remotely. Some businesses 
provide employees with one Green day per week to work 
remotely to reduce vehicle emissions and office energy 
use. Additionally, some offices have allotted work-from-
home days. This practice substantially increased in 2020.
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In addition, for operations 
in the U.S. we began 
transitioning our fleet of cars 
to hybrid sedans and SUVs  
in 2021.
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Managing risks, including those posed by climate and 
environmental change, is central to our Company’s ability 
to thrive now and for generations into the future. The 
uncertainties posed by climate change also afford numerous 
opportunities for our businesses to support insureds in 
navigating a world of climate change-influenced weather 
events and the transition to low-carbon economies. 

Chapter Specific SDGs:

Climate Risk  
Management
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Throughout this chapter we 
discuss three areas of Berkley’s 
exposure to climate risk: 

1   Physical and operational risks to W. R. Berkley 
Corporation, which lie primarily with our buildings  

and other physical asset investments that could be 
affected by hurricanes, flooding, wildfires and other 
environmental events.

2  Underwriting exposure which is extensively 
modeled and carefully controlled at Berkley. Our 

decentralized structure allows a unique level of flexibility 
and nimbleness in navigating risk among our businesses. 
Our insurance risk is diversified, and our policies generally 
have one-year terms, so generally we can quickly enter and 
exit lines of business, if necessary, as the risk landscape 
changes. Client loss control has always been important, 
and we are focused on supporting our insureds’ efforts 
to avoid damages related to the increased frequency and 
severity of events due to climate change.

3  Investment risk related to climate change is 
also monitored by Berkley. The majority of our 

investments are in fixed-income securities with, at present, 
an average duration of less than three years, which reduces 
the potential financial impact of long-term economic 
changes, including those arising from climate change. 
In addition, Berkley seeks to limit its investments in 
municipal bonds in areas that we expect are most subject 
to catastrophic loss.

We recognize the increasing importance for all 
members of society to be transparent in how 

they manage climate risk. Berkley responds annually to the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 
Climate Risk Disclosure Survey and publishes the annual 
response on our website, which can be found here.  

 

 

Berkley conducts extensive modeling and analysis 
of climate-related risks and periodically performs a 
comprehensive review of the key potential effects of 
climate on our business in a Climate Change Update 
report that is shared with its Enterprise Risk Management 
committee. Relevant parts of the report are also shared 
with business presidents and other senior executives. 
The analysis is refreshed when new 
scientific research becomes available. 
The most recent report was issued 
in 2017, and a fully updated report 
is expected to be produced after the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) publishes its next 
assessment report (AR6) in 2022. In the 
interim, we track trends in certain items such as wildfire, 
severe convective storms and changes in our exposures to 
the companies that are the most significant greenhouse 
gas (GHG) producers, and analyze the difference between 
actual losses arising from catastrophes and those  
that are anticipated.
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Oversight of Climate Risk Management
W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors believes 
that risk oversight, including risks arising from ESG 
issues like climate change, is a key responsibility of the 
entire Board of Directors. It is a critical responsibility of 
the President and Chief Executive Officer and of every 
other senior officer of the Company and its businesses. 
The Board of Directors oversees management’s 
assessment of business risks relating to the Company’s 
insurance operations and investment portfolio. 

Our senior officers are responsible for risks and 
potential risks as they arise in their various operational 
areas. Berkley’s Senior Vice President - Enterprise  
Risk Management reports on areas of material risk to 
the Company, including risks related to climate change. 
These reports are provided regularly to W. R. Berkley 
Corporation’s President and CEO and its Board of 
Directors.

W. R. Berkley Corporation enlists the support and 
oversight of the Company’s Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM) management committee, which includes the 
President and CEO, the Senior Vice President for ERM 
and the Executive Vice President of Investments. The 
committee meets quarterly or more frequently if 
necessary, to review and monitor levels of risk. Our CEO 
is also a member of the W. R. Berkley Corporation Board 
of Directors, and reports regularly on ERM to the entire 
Board. 

Periodically, the ERM team produces a report based on 
pertinent scientific literature that updates the potential 
for climate change impact to the Company over defined 
short, medium- and long-term time periods. This report 
typically identifies specific monitoring and actions that 
Berkley may wish to consider implementing to manage 
the potential financial implications of climate risk. The 
report is shared with Berkley’s ERM committee, CFO and 
General Counsel, and relevant extracts are shared more 
widely.

For more information on W. R. Berkley Corporation’s risk 
management, see our 2021 Proxy Statement.

 
 
 

Climate Change Risks
A growing scientific consensus points to climate change 
as responsible for the increased frequency and severity 
of catastrophic weather events, such as hurricanes, 
windstorms, wildfires, floods and other natural disasters. 
As a property casualty insurance company, key potential 
risks of climate change to Berkley include coastal floods, 
wildfires, regional variability in peril change, regulatory 
change and reputational risk which may affect our 
operations, our exposures, our investments and our 
insureds. Berkley tracks trends in all of these areas, as 
well as changes in our exposures to the enterprises that 
are the world’s most significant GHG producers.

Berkley considers the potential impacts of climate 
change on our Company over three time periods: the next 
five years, five to twenty years, and beyond 20 years.

Berkley Occupied Buildings and Real Estate Investments: 
The Company seeks to avoid the risk of functional 
obsolescence of its office locations, and climate risks 
are considered in that analysis. Each individual property 
location is assessed for catastrophe risk, with particular 
focus on those nearest a coast or near river estuaries.

When considering real estate purchases, Berkley’s 
investment team considers the exposure to catastrophe 
at that location. When there is a risk of catastrophe, our 
ERM and investment teams work together to assess that 
risk and then take it into consideration when determining 
whether to proceed with the purchase.
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Catastrophe Risk: Catastrophe risk is a key consideration 
in the strategic management of our Company, and we 
have set an overall appetite level for this type of risk. 
Berkley’s ERM team monitors key catastrophe exposures 
for Berkley overall and for each of our individual 
businesses, and identifies those locations and policies 
that are most likely to give rise to a substantial loss from 
catastrophic events such as hurricanes.

Climate Risk in Catastrophe Modeling: To predict and 
manage the effects of climate change on catastrophe 
risks in our business, Berkley’s ERM team studies 
scientific reports on the potential impacts of climate 
change and conducts sophisticated modeling and 
analysis. This process enables us to evaluate the 
possible effects of climate change on potential insured 
losses, invested assets and operations.  

Berkley uses computer models developed specifically 
to assess the risk from weather-related catastrophe 
events, including tornados, hurricanes and severe 
convective storms, and outsources additional 
modeling to vendors to provide a second perspective 
on catastrophe risk. We closely monitor and forecast 
potential frequency and severity of such events 
through investigating several available vendor models 
and testing alternative assumptions. We continue to 
investigate available computer models for riverine and 
surface water floods. The computer modeling results are 
discussed each quarter by Berkley’s ERM management 
committee.

For example, Berkley’s ERM team has investigated the 
potential for sea level changes to impact the storm 
surge that could occur in conjunction with a hurricane. 
In a number of locations where we operate, the effect 
is compounded by land subsidence - for example the 
subsidence due to post glacial rebound in New York, 
and groundwater extraction in New Orleans. Berkley 
identifies and models its hurricane risks in 23 states that 
are most likely to be affected by these perils, and on an 
annual basis has its exposures modeled in an alternative 
vendor model with a broader set of states.

Berkley provides each business with data on its 
exposures and mapping software licensed by Berkley 
that has been developed specifically for the monitoring 
and modeling of catastrophes. This mapping software 
allows each business to identify its exposed limits 
by line of business and type of exposure (buildings, 
contents, business interruption), the number of  
locations and the actual policies that are exposed in  
a particular location. 

Each business includes within its business plan the 

catastrophe exposed limits it anticipates for the next 
year by region and county tier, and the Berkley ERM 
team monitors each business against their planned 
aggregate over the course of each year.

To make our modeling as robust as possible, the ERM 
team investigates the possibility of “model miss” within 
vendor catastrophe models; this includes a comparison 
of modeled industry losses against revalued historic 
losses, investigation of individual sub-components 
within the model, and stress testing model frequency 
and severity assumptions.

Berkley does not model types of risk for which the 
available models are not currently adequate. We are 
working to develop our own models for those types of 
risk, such as wildfires.  
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Building a better model for 
wildfire risk

Although personal property has traditionally 
accounted for the greater proportion of 
industry-wide insured losses from wildfire, 
the share of commercial property losses from 
wildfires in the U.S. has been increasing. 
For the past several years, our risk analysis 
has pointed to a possible increase in the 
frequency of wildfires in the U.S., as well as a 
larger average area burnt in a single wildfire. 

In 2019, we began to develop a catastrophe 
model for wildfire risk in California and 
piloted it in our Lloyd’s syndicate in 2020. 
Data is regularly updated to reflect most 
recent wildfire activity and the number 
of acres burned. The model is used in 
both underwriting and monitoring risk 
accumulations, for both primary and 
reinsurance business. 
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Addressing Identified Climate Risk: In response 
to Berkley’s ERM team’s catastrophe and climate 
change analyses and reports, we are taking several 
actions to manage our exposure, including the 
following: the use of peril-specific deductibles and/
or sublimits, the non-renewal of specific policies, 
the re-underwriting of particular segments of the 
portfolio and the purchase of additional reinsurance 
protection. In addition, our decentralized operating 
structure and our standard one-year policy term 
generally create the nimbleness to quickly enter 
and exit business as dictated by the risk landscape.

Berkley’s approach to risk allows it to avoid excessive 
costs. We exercise particular caution in the following 
areas:

• Berkley does not typically provide flood 
coverage within FEMA flood zones; where flood 
coverage is provided in FEMA flood zones, only 
a modest limit is provided. 

• Berkley seeks to limit its investments in 
municipal bonds in areas that are most subject 
to catastrophic loss. Our ERM and investment 
teams coordinate to monitor the Company’s 
exposure to municipal bonds in those locations 
that we expect are most likely to experience 
significant catastrophes. 

• Berkley does not currently write homeowners 
insurance in California, where the vast majority 
of wildfire losses take place. To the extent 
permitted by insurance regulation applicable 
to each state, we are using a wildfire risk score 
as part of our risk selection and underwriting 
process for homeowner’s business. To help 
mitigate the risk of wildfire damage, we employ 
a range of services for individual homeowners.  

• Berkley does not offer crop insurance 
(crop multi-peril business), which could be 
significantly affected by drought. 

 

Loss Control: Our businessess regularly update 
and offer policyholders and distribution partners 
loss control services, advising ways to reduce the 
risk of losses caused by various climate-influenced 
risks.  To mitigate climate-influenced loss, various 
businesses use risk surveys/inspections to 
determine roof integrity, erosion/landslide risk, 
brush fire/forest fire precautions, excess snow 
loading on roofs, exposure to hail storms, and 
provide customers with ways to proactively mitigate 
their risk of loss.  

Some of these inspections are now being 
conducted virtually, using point to point 
technology for virtual risk assessment and hazard 
identifications, which also reduces the carbon 
footprint.

We encourage policyholders to create/implement 
Emergency Action Plans (EAP) and train their 
employees on those plans to ensure that they know 
the actions to take during emergency events (i.e., 
tornadoes/hurricanes, fires, workplace violence, 
civil unrest, etc.). In addition, the businesses provide 
informational resources to help policyholders create 
and implement EAPs. 
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Additional Environmental 
Factors Affecting Risk Appetite 
for Berkley Businesses

Climate change is just one of the 
environmental factors affecting our 
businesses’ risk appetite and selection. 

Others include:

• Environmental risk and impact 
management;

• Resource efficiency;

• Pollution prevention and 
management;

• Ecosystems and biodiversity; and

• Low Carbon Technology (including 
renewable energy insurance, energy 
savings warranties and carbon capture 
and storage insurance).
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Personal Lines: The Berkley One personal lines business 
believes that a home saved from a total loss is one that 
needn’t be rebuilt, thus reducing demand for natural 
resources. In areas of the country exposed to wildfire, it 
engages the services of a private wildland fire monitoring 
and response provider who can take pre-suppression 
activities to lessen the threat to properties. During the 
East Troublesome Fire in October 2020, the response 
activities from this provider significantly contributed to 
saving a home from damage, proving the concept of loss 
mitigation. 

Also in 2020, Berkley One’s risk management services 
began to pilot aerial imagery to view residential roofs to 
help determine integrity for withstanding hail and other 
weather-related risks. 

This business continues to offer discounts for loss 
mitigation, and has seen increased utilization of an 
additional coverage that reimburses post-loss purchases of 
loss mitigation devices. Several homeowners’ insureds have 
taken advantage of that coverage, installing loss mitigation 
devices such as water shut-off devices, generators, back-up 
power for sump pumps and alarm systems. Berkley One 
continues to provide resources for customers seeking to 
take proactive steps to mitigate loss, such as the purchase 
of storm shutters through its network of service providers. 

This business also continues to provide a variety of other 
services, including blog posts and fact sheets providing 
timely loss control advice; offering green coverage 
endorsements which cover loss to alternate power 
generating equipment and alternative water systems and 
which provide coverage to upgrade to more sustainable 
materials in the event of a covered loss; and offering 
premium credits for greenhouses and storm protective 
building materials. 

Loss Control Education: In addition to loss control 
serivces, Berkley works hard to help our policyholders 
reduce their losses from climate change through 
education and suggesting prevention measures. 
We offer webinars and consulting services through 
the Nonprofit Risk Management Center to help 
policyholders reduce losses caused by climate change-
related events. Some Berkley businesses also typically 
inform insureds of upcoming weather conditions and 
environmental changes through a variety of loss control 
options, including: surveys, “tips” brochures, webinars, 
training opportunities, newsletters and disaster planning 
material, weather alert postings on their websites and 
State Department of Insurance bulletins communicated 
directly to insureds or through producers. Examples 
include:

  

• Some Berkley businesses offer tips on “green 
construction”, energy efficiency, influences of 
weather and other related topics via their social 
media pages, providing practical tools for our 
insureds to handle potential climate hazards and 
mitigate the size/severity of the potential loss. 

• Berkley FinSecure issued an update in June 2020 
for financial institutions to provide its clients with 
guidance on managing the upcoming hurricane 
season. This update pointed readers towards a 
checklist from the National Hurricane Survival 
Initiative and FEMA’s Business Toolkit, with a 
reminder that all preparedness actions may need to 
be adjusted in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Loss Control Services and 
Education:

Cetain of our loss control services and 
related education efforts provide:

• Data on potential loss;

• Measures needed to protect property;

• Evaluation of losses within a regional area 
that are prone to certain types of losses;

• Advice on resiliency around natural perils;

• Training webinars to assist in education 
and loss mitigation;

• Green coverage endorsements for 
property, inland marine and equipment 
breakdown to encourage policyholders to 
think Green;

• Websites containing tips on a broad range 
of risk mitigation measures such as disaster 
planning, construction, Green construction, 
influences of weather and safety that 
provide insureds with practical tools as well 
as online training; and 

• Mitigation advice on backup power 
generation systems and suppliers available 
to insureds
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• Some Berkley businesses provide training materials 
through a third party risk management vendor 
to policyholders on the subject of reducing 
emissions by providing operational improvement 
or technological solutions that includes operational 
efficiency, fuel efficiency, loss prevention, spill 
mitigation and more. In addition, Berkley loss 
prevention specialists train insureds to present Safety 
Meetings to their employees as it relates to high 
wind, changing road conditions and winter driving 
conditions.

Various Berkley businesses communicate through 
insurance industry trade organizations to the NAIC and 
to members of Congress on overall loss control issues, 
such as changes to FEMA to encourage actuarially sound 
rates, building codes, safety and storm preparedness. 
Specifically, one Berkley business is an active participant 
in the Inland Marine Underwriters Association (IMUA) and 
sits on panels at industry events promoting loss control 
regarding weather related events.

Berkley’s Business Continuity Planning: Berkley 
considers operational risks – our ability to provide services 
uninterrupted and uncompromised – for which we have 
developed what we believe to be a comprehensive 
business continuity plan. Floods, wildfires and other 
natural disasters could affect one or more of Berkley’s 
office locations. To prevent business interruptions, we 
have developed business continuity plans at each of our 
Berkley businesses (both domestic and international) 
to maintain functionality during significant disruptions. 
Remote access testing is the responsibility of each business 
to ensure employees can work from home or remotely if 

required. Additionally, we follow policies 
for business continuity set by insurance 
industry regulators and review and 
consider those recommended by industry 
trade associations. 

Recent hurricanes have provided live “use cases” for 
our business continuity planning, as has the COVID-19 
pandemic. In 2017, during both Hurricane Harvey and 
Hurricane Irma, several of our U.S. office locations were 
closed, but successfully continued with “business as 
normal.”  This was also the case in 2018 during Hurricane 
Florence. Our business continuity plans worked extremely 
well in 2020 as we transitioned to having almost 100% of 
employees working from home for an extended period 
of time in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, without 
disruption to our operations. 
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Crisis Management & Emergency Response

Business Continuity

A series of actions taken to gain control of the event 
quickly to minimize the affects of a disruption, 
prepare for and oversee recovery, and manage 
communications throughout the event.

The process initiated to resume business operations 
to a level consistent with business requirements.

• Evacuation Plans

• Emergency Communications

• Response Templates

• Escalation Criteria

• Hotline

• Crisis Teams

• Command Centers

• Exercises

• Business Impact Analysis

• Call Trees

• Alternate Sites

• Outsourcing

• Manual Workarounds

• Exercises 

• Remote Access Testing

PANDEMIC
CONTINUITY PLAN
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Climate Change Opportunities
Berkley has identified opportunities amid the uncertainty 
about how climate change may unfold. Below are some 
examples. More information is provided in our 2020 NAIC 
response, found here.

• Insuring alternative energy companies: A division 
of one of our businesses is focused on insuring 
companies in the renewable energy sector, which 
supports the growth of renewable energy in the U.S. 
By insuring these operations, the Company makes a 
positive contribution to the growth of operations that 
produce energy from non-fossil fuel sources, which 
may reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
the production of energy from fossil fuel sources.

• Support for emergency evacuation procedures: 
Another Berkley business assists clients with 
development of emergency evacuation procedures for 
tornadoes, hurricanes, ice/snow and other weather-
related events and provides training materials to teach 
employees how to safely deal with heat stress and 
hurricane clean-up.

• Advising climate action initiatives: One of our 
businesses providing coverages to U.S. publicly-traded 
and large privately-held companies works closely 
with these insureds who are by nature, complex, 
sophisticated operations already heavily focused 
on risk management, including climate change 
initiatives. The obligations of U.S. public companies 
on these topics generally arise out of SEC regulations, 
accounting standards, Sarbanes-Oxley and state 
regulations, requiring mandatory reporting and 
disclosures with respect to climate change issues 
to assist in managing these exposures. Additionally, 
those insureds often adhere to protocols that have 
emerged for voluntary reporting of environmental 
matters established by non-governmental entities 
including disclosure of information regarding 
environmental, sustainability, corporate social 
responsibility and more recently climate change and 
greenhouse gas emissions.

• Preserving wetlands: One buiness has created 
a new product for the restoration, construction, 
enhancement and preservation of wetlands and 
streams (aquatic resources) with the goal of offsetting 
loss of resources from other projects authorized 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This product 
provides the customer with the confidence that 
the construction of these aquatic resources can be 
completed. To date, the business has assisted over 
34 policyholders develop more than 3,500 acres of 
wetlands and over 44 miles of streams.

Climate Risk Measurement and Reporting 
As part of the catastrophe modeling described above, 
W. R. Berkley Corporation estimates probabilities that 
estimated losses from a single event will equal or 
exceed specific loss amounts. The Company sets risk 
appetites for catastrophe losses, among other risks, and 
regularly monitors its utlization against those tolerances.  
Businesses are expected to take appropriate action on any 
policy that gives rise to too great a catastrophe exposure; 
such actions may include the introduction of peril-specific 
deductibles and / or sublimits, the non-renewal of specific 
policies, the re-underwriting of particular segments of the 
portfolio, and the purchase of additional reinsurance.

Catastrophe modeling and management, along with other 
risks and stress testing, are considered in the evaluation 
of our risk capital needs, taking into account regulatory 
requirements, financial strength and credit rating 
considerations, among other factors.

Aggregate catastrophe losses for the period are reported 
in quarterly earnings releases and SEC filings for each 
reporting segment and in the aggregate for the Company. 
Because of our careful risk managment and commitment 
to bulding long-term shareholder value through superior 
risk-adjusted returns, the impact on our earnings from 
catastrophe losses has been below the industry average 
for many years.  
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Liquidity is also an important consideration. Our 
Investment Policy Statement states that portfolio holdings 
must be sufficiently liquid to ensure timely payments of all 
obligations without material impact on market values.  

Liquidity stress tests are performed with the assistance of 
our asset risk management system, the Aladdin System. 
Aladdin is able to split our fixed income portfolio into 
various tiers based on its proprietary algorithm that tracks 
historical liquidity trends. Each security is assigned to one 
of the five liquidity tiers which the Investment Department 
can then actively manage to seek an optimal balance. 
These reports are run quarterly or omore frequently if 
necessary.

We beleive the above-described combination of operating 
cashflows and approximately 5% in cash, cash equivalents 
and short-term securities should adequately address the 
Company’s liquidity needs. We also have the option to seek 
to raise additional capital from public and private 

markets, if needed. The Company’s outstanding long-
term indebtedness does not have any liquidity or rating 
agency covenants that could cause it to be called early by 
investors. Furthermore, our assumed reinsurance business, 
in general, does not have rating agency downgrade 
triggers that could materially impact our liquidity position. 
The Company also has a $20 million credit facility with 
Wells Fargo Bank allowing for the issuance of standby 
letters of credit on behalf of the Company and its 
subsidiaries.

Other Climate Related Risks
Legal Risk: As industry practices and economic, legal, 
judicial, social and other environmental conditions 
change, unexpected and unintended issues related 
to claims and coverage may emerge. These issues 
may adversely affect our business by either extending 
coverage beyond our underwriting intent or by 
increasing the number or size of claims. Emerging 
claims and coverage issues include, but are not limited 
to, potentially changing climate conditions. See our 
“Risk Factors” disclosure in our Annual Report on Form 
10K for additional information.

We continue to monitor industry practices and 
developments related to standard climate change 
exclusions on policies, and one of our businesses has 
introduced a climate change risk exclusion. 

Transisiton Risk: In addition to monitoring physical risk 
and liability risk, we also continue to monitor potential 
changes in areas such as legislation, regulation or 
reporting requirements relating to the transition to 
a lower carbon economy for possible impacts on the 
Company and its customers. Among other actions, we may 
refine our underwriting or risk appetite, make changes 
to our investment portfolio, establish new or additional 
procedures and processes and or adjust staffing levels 
or our use of contracted services to help us 
address such changes.
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Liquidity Management

In order to accomplish our liquidity goals, 
the Company:

• Targets a minimum of 5% of the 
Company’s assets in cash, cash equivalents 
and short-term securities, including the 
parent account;

• Maintains a laddered maturity schedule of 
high-quality fixed income securities (overall 
portfolio average rating of AA-) such that a 
significant portion matures each year;

• Generates cash flow though investment 
income generated by the asset portfolio, as 
well as from operations; and

• Maintains significant liquidity at the 
parent company which can be contributed 
to the insurance subsidiaries, if necessary.
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Products  
& Services
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Property and casualty insurance is a critical element to the 
functioning of modern society and the overall economy. 
Consequently, the industry can play a pivotal role in supporting 
and advancing the world’s sustainability goals. Berkley’s 
products and services support businesses on the forefront of 
several important environmental, social and governance issues.

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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Berkley’s product and service offerings are developed by 
each of our businesses according to their clients’ needs. 
Each business focuses on a market defined by territory, 
product or industry.

A full directory of Berkley businesses 
is  available on pages 7-8.

Our businesses also provide 
incentives for actions and behaviors 
that support workers and small 
business wellbeing, health and safety 
and environmental protection. 

Protecting Workers
Our businesses use underwriting and claims 
management tools to price and manage risks related to 
the health and safety of employees and workplaces.

Several Berkley businesses specialize in workers’ 
compensation insurance, which helps improve the 
lives of injured workers and facilitate their return to 
work. These units include Berkley Net Underwriters, 
Berkley Industrial Comp, Berkley Risk, Key Risk, Midwest 
Employers Casualty and Preferred Employers. Many 
of these businesses specialize in coverage for small 
to middle-market employers. Many 
other of our businesses offer workers’ 
compensation along with other 
products. Berkley Insurance Company 
reported more than $2.5 billion in 
worker’s compensation and excess 
workers’ compensation net premiums 
written in 2020.

Several other social issues are reflected in the 
underwriting and claims practices at Berkley businesses. 
For example, Berkley Re Asia seeks to avoid issuing 
coverage for companies in industries typically 
characterized by unfair labor practices or poor 
working conditions.
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Much of our business is focused on small businesses and organizations in industries 
that aim to help others and actively contribute to a sustainable, resilient economy and 
society. For example, Berkley Human Services provides insurance to nonprofit and for-
profit social service organizations, such as child daycare, group homes and senior citizen 
centers; and Berkley Public Entity offers coverage to governmental entities and public 
schools. Other parts of our business provide products and services that enable injured 
workers to return to work and achieve the best possible quality of life. Many of our 
businesses offer products and services that assist in the management of environmental 
risks, including risks related to catastrophes and climate change.

Communicating with Customers 
To communicate with customers, Berkley 
businesses use a range of tools, including 
product-specific webpages, customer and/or 
broker portals, resources on loss prevention and 
safety, webinars and conference educational 
sessions, videos, print or online brochures and 
product overviews, educational newsletters 
and information on managing climate risk and 
other types of risk. Many businesses also utilize 
LinkedIn, Facebook and other social media 
platforms to reach their networks.  
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Supporting Small Businesses
Many of our businesses specialize in products and 
services for small businesses around the world. For 
example, 100% of the insureds underwritten by Berkley 
Insurance Australia and Berkley Luxury Group, as well 

as 99.9% of Acadia Insurance’s clients, 
employ fewer than 250 employees. 

Berkley has six regional businesses in 
the U.S. that offer broad portfolios of 
products to small and medium-sized 
businesses in their defined territories. 
For example, in the midwestern 

U.S., Continental Western offers specialty options for 
volunteer fire departments and businesses related 
to agriculture, construction, light manufacturing, 
transportation, rural utilities and wholesale distributors. 

Our other regional businesses are Acadia Insurance, 

Berkley Mid-Atlantic Group, Berkley North Pacific, 
Berkley Southeast and Union Standard. Being located 
close to their customers enables them to offer products 
tailored to each regional demographic. 

Berkley Aspire and Nautilus Insurance Group work 
throughout the country to support small and medium-
sized businesses by providing commercial excess 
and surplus lines coverage. Berkley Surety offers 
environmental and secured credit surety bonds for small 
contractors. Intrepid Direct provides business coverages 
to franchise restaurants and auto repair garages. 

In 2020, Berkley began laying the groundwork for 
Berkley Small Business Solutions, which was launched 
in 2021. The business offers commercial insurance 
products for small businesses through a modern 
technology platform that leverages data and analytics to 
deliver a superior customer experience.
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Incentivizing Health and Safety

Berkley businesses strive to promote good health and wellbeing in many ways.  For example, various 
Berkley businesses encourage healthy and safe actions and behaviors through product features, 
underwriting initiatives and practices such as: 

Safe driving is another health and safety focus area for Berkley products and services. Berkley Prime 
Transportation and Carolina Casualty review the safety of overall fleets in their underwriting. Other 
businesses review safety-promoting products already in place for clients, such as drive cameras, 
telematics, speed controls, GPS tracking, loss control and safety professionals. 

Going above and beyond its business relationships, Berkley International Seguros S.A. (Uruguay) sponsors 
a not-for-profit organization that promotes safe driving among young drivers.

• Early severity predictor/workers’ 
compensation predictive model

• Nurse case managers

• Pharmacy bill managers

• Injured employee portals 

• Injured employees return to work programs

• Loss control services

• Ergonomics initiatives 

• Construction safety

• Thermography

• Risk management  
(related to health and safety)

• Educational resources and tips

• OSHA 10 Training/Certification

• Online safety websites for training and loss 
control information

• Online ‘Energy Risk Solutions’ safety 
resources

• Access to tele-emergency medical care 
services such as MedCall 

• A Severe Emergency Response Hotline

• Human resource guides for public entities 

• Risk Engineering services to improve the 
health and safety protocols of certain 
insureds
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Insuring Healthcare 
Several of Berkley’s businesses specialize in  
insurance for healthcare or related fields. For example:

• Berkley Healthcare underwrites customized, 
comprehensive insurance solutions for a broad  
spectrum of healthcare providers, including 
professional liability and financial lines. The business 
provides a broad and cohesive array of products and 
services to a continuum of healthcare providers. The 

strength of its team allows it to 
respond to the changing needs of 
the healthcare industry through a 
single source that can seamlessly 
bring new and enhanced products 
to market and offer additional 
coverages such as workers’ 
compensation, environmental and 

cyber in conjunction with other Berkley businesses.

• Berkley Accident and Health underwrites accident 
and health insurance and reinsurance products 
in four primary areas: medical stop loss, managed 
care, special risk and group captive. It has a 
diversified product and service portfolio serving a 
range of clients from small employers, health care 
organizations and membership groups to Fortune 
500 companies. Berkley Accident and Health helps 
employers, membership groups and healthcare 
organizations better understand and manage their risk.

• Berkley Life Sciences specializes in pharmaceutical 
and biologic/biotech companies, medical device 
companies, dietary supplement manufacturers, 
medical and research software developers and 
research institutions, among other areas of the life 
sciences industry.

Environmental Customers  
and Renewable Energy
Berkley seeks to support the transition to a low carbon 
economy through its policies and practices. We believe 
that withdrawing all underwriting for specific sectors 
is not an appropriate or responsible approach to these 
efforts and we will continue to consider underwriting 
insurance for companies engaged in legal businesses. 
We recognize the issues and challenges that come with 
certain exposures, such as those in fossil fuel industries, 
and take into consideration the messages provided 
by environmental and climate special interest groups. 
However, these issues have many dimensions that we 
seek to weigh and assess, and we remain conscious of 
the views of various stakeholders. We 
endeavor to strike a balance between 
long-term objectives and the short-
term impacts by considering the risks 
inherent in each business during the 
underwriting process, including the 
environmental and social risks and 
their potential impact on the financial 
condition of the business. 

For example, our business formerly known as American 
Mining, which initially provided workers’ compensation 
to the niche coal mining industry, is now Berkley 
Industrial Comp and expanded its business beyond the 
mine site to provide high quality mono-line workers’ 
compensation coverage to high hazard industries that 
are highly regulated and staffed with highly skilled 
workers. In 2017, Berkley Industrial Comp completely 
exited coal mines and reduced its exposure to this class 
of business from what was once the vast majority of its 
business to 0%. 

In addition, we are seeking to underwrite more companies 
that are shifting their business to cleaner energy sources 
and businesses engaged in alternative energy.

• The Berkley Renewable Energy division of Berkley 
Oil & Gas caters to the highly specialized needs of 
businesses in the renewable energy sector. Its target 
clients support the manufacture and operations of 
solar, wind, biomass and geothermal facilities. These 
include solar and wind farms and green contractors, 
customers engaged in biofuels, recycling companies 
and environmental contractors and design firms. Its 
products and services help to reduce its clients’ risks 
and hazards, and reflect the changing dynamics in the 
oil and gas industry. The division’s work in this area is 
helping to enable the shift to a clean energy-driven, 
lower-carbon emission economy. 

Our products and  
services are helping to  
enable the needed shift  
to a clean energy-driven,  
lower-carbon economy.
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• Berkley Environmental underwrites environmental 
liability products for customers with environmental 
exposures including contractors, consultants, 
property owners and facilities operators. 

• Berkley Insurance Australia writes professional risk 
exposures for environmental consultants.

• Berkley Offshore Underwriting Managers is 
exploring the development of an insurance practice 
for wind energy. 

• Berkley Surety issues surety bonds related to 
environmental construction clean-up work.

Furthermore, many Berkley businesses offer specialized 
products or specific product features that promote 
positive environmental impacts:

• Berkley Agribusiness promotes sustainable 
agriculture and forestry. 

• Berkley Uruguay Seguros supports climate change 
mitigation through its product features. Additionally, 
its underwriting appetite fully supports windmills 
for energy generation. In Uruguay, windmills are 
the major environmentally friendly technology for 
providing green energy. 

• Berkley Alliance Managers and Berkley Argentina are 
promoting sustainable building and optimization of 
material use.

• Berkley Brasil Seguros offers bicycle insurance. 

• Berkley One customers are incentivized to perform 
green upgrades, take on green building and seek 
green certifications through their “Green Rebuilding 
Enhancement Coverage” to rebuild using certified 
green techniques and materials, or their Green 
Certified Discount for LEED-certified homes  
and condos. 

• Berkley Offshore Underwriting Managers is aligned 
with preserving marine ecosystems and is a member 
of the Water Quality Insurance Syndicate, which 
indemnifies vessel owners for the costs associated 
with oil spill clean-up in U.S. waters. 

• Carolina Casualty prices certain policies by number 
of miles driven, which provides an incentive to 
reduce driving and therefore automobile emissions. 

Additionally, Berkley’s risk management staff engage 
with our brokers and policyholders on the critical 
aspects of LEED building design and certification. We 
may offer rating credits for policyholders who work on 
LEED-designed buildings.

Environmental Operating Consideratons
Environmentally conscious operations: Berkley  
businesses offer incentives to encourage paperless  
communications for policies, billing and reimbursements. 
For example, Berkley One incentivizes paperless billing  
with lower installment fees than for paper checks.  
For information on paperless communication and other 
environmentally friendly practices in our workplaces,  
see Energy & Environment chapter on pages 50-57.

Environmentally conscious claims management:  
Some Berkley businesses cover certain additional costs 
that arise from replacing insured items with  
environmentally-friendly alternatives, using sustainable 
building materials for renovation, rebuilding to green 
standards, encouraging and/or requiring the use of recycled 
materials for repair and renovation, rebuilding to codes for 
weather related damages and upgrading storm protections. 
For example, Berkley Human Services, Berkley Risk, Berkley 
Re Australia, Berkley Offshore Underwriting Managers and 
Berkley One are among those that may take this environ-
mentally responsible approach to claims management.

In addition, at Berkley One, if a “Green Rebuilding 
Enhancement” endorsement is purchased, then after 
a covered loss the coverage may allow for upgrades 
to environmentally friendly re-building materials, 
as well as possibly covering loss of income resulting 
from a covered loss, to Alternative Power Generating 
Equipment (e.g. solar panels), if such equipment 
feeds surplus power to a utility that reimburses the 
policyholder via rebates for the power generated.
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Environmentally integrated underwriting: 
Environmental factors are also integrated into property 
and casualty insurance underwriting at several Berkley 
businesses. For example, Berkley Alliance Managers 
integrates environmentally sound construction 
practices, and Berkley Life Science incorporates  
clients’ waste management practices.

Berkley’s businesses incorporate environmental factors 
into risk appetite in unique ways that align with their 
business objectives. For example, Berkley Offshore 
Underwriting Managers has adjusted its underwriting 
standards in marine coverage to account for rising 
sea levels and increasing severity of flooding and is a 
participant in the Water Quality Insurance Syndicate, which 
works to protect the sea, marine vessel owners/operators 
and cargo owners. For Carolina Casualty and Berkley Prime 
Transportation, the type of cargo an insured trucking 
company carries is considered in risk assessment. High-risk 
cargo could include oil, gas, explosives and hazardous and 
environmentally dangerous materials.

In addition, Berkley Re Asia carefully considers risks 
related to specific energy sources, such as coal, in its 
underwriting and incorporates climate change into its 
catastrophe underwriting, with relation to warming  
sea temperatures.
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Several environmental factors 
affect our businesses’ risk appetite 
and selection 

These include: 

• Climate change

• Environmental risk and impact 
management

• Resource efficiency

• Pollution prevention and management

• Ecosystems and biodiversity

• Low Carbon Technology (including 
renewable energy, energy savings 
warranties, and carbon capture and 
storage)

• Controversial business sectors and/or 
practices

• Communicable diseases

For example, Berkley Insurance Australia 
avoids writing casualty risks for pollution 
exposures.
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Customer Experience
Property and casualty insurance is critical to the functioning 
of modern society and the overall economy. Consequently, 
the industry plays a pivotal role in supporting and 
advancing the world’s evolving needs for products and 
services that help manage risk and, in turn, allow clients 
to deliver their products and services to the consumer. 
Our disciplined underwriting and deep expertise allow us 
to remain a consistent and stable market in our selected 
businesses throughout the insurance cycle and under 
various conditions. Berkley supports its clients by helping 
them to manage their exposure and cost of risk, focusing on 
better outcomes and providing coverage for emerging risks. 
Ultimately, the results of our customer experience efforts are 
reflected in our very strong customer retention rates.

At the heart of any insurance policy is a promise. Being 
there when it counts in good times and in bad — to help 
prevent losses and respond to them when they do occur — 
engenders the trust of our customers.  

From underwriting to claim servicing, we strive to provide 
great experiences for our customers and distribution 
partners. Our competitive advantage lies in our long-term 
strategy of decentralized operations, allowing each of our 
businesses to identify and respond quickly and effectively to 
changing market conditions and local customer needs. This 
decentralized structure provides financial accountability and 
incentives to local management and enables us to attract 
and retain the highest-caliber professionals. We have the 
expertise and resources to utilize our strengths in the present 
environment, and the flexibility to anticipate, innovate and 
respond to whatever opportunities and challenges the future 
may hold. 

To meet evolving customer expectations, we are building 
upon our entreprenurial roots to sustain an innovative 
culture and investing in technologies, capabilities and talent. 
For information on our Innovation Through People program, 
see Innovation chapter on pages 18-22.

Customer Service
We strive to provide the best possible products and 
exceptional, personalized services to customers and to be a 
trusted long-term partner for our agents and brokers.  

For the overwhelming majority of claims, we rely on our 
own staff and expertise rather than third-party claims 
adjusters. This practice sets us apart in the industry, allowing 
us to process claims more quickly and accurately, provide 
a consistently high standard of customer service, learn 
from our customers and refine our product offerings, and 
provide important feedback for our underwriters. Our claims 
handling capability is at the heart of our promise to our 
customers and we beleive it to be a significant competitive 
advantage that results in a better outcomes for our 
customers. As a predominately commercial lines writer, the 
amount of monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with marketing and communication of insurance 
product related information is extremely low, as is our 
complaints-to-claims ratio.
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Premium Renewal Rates

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

 % of 
Policies 
Expiring

79% 80% 78% 79% 77%
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Customers Care During the Pandemic 
The workflow upheaval caused by stay-at-home and 
shelter-in-place measures related to the COVID-19 
pandemic gave us an opportunity to deliver on our 
promise to our customers and distribution partners in 
new and meaningful ways. Fortunately, our structure 
and processes allowed us to easily adapt to the needs 
at each business.  Throughout this unprecedented 
global crisis, we have maintained and even 
strengthened the relationships with our customers 
and distribution partners.  For information on our 
COVID-19 response, see the COVID-19 Resilience at 
Berkley chapter on pages 14-19. 

Many of our businesses adjusted their underwriting 
or claim inspection process to rely more heavily on 
digital and virtual capabilities, including: 

• Virtual inspection tools that enable us to 
perform underwriting or claims inspections 
without physically being on-site; 

• Vitual meeting capabilities for underwriting, 
claims and loss control;

• Telemedicine visits in our accident and health 
business; and 

• Electronic submission capabilities for claimants 
to photograph damage to send to vendors 



Responsible 
Investing
Our strategies and practices for responsible investing are 
constantly evolving as we consider, among other things, ESG-
related changes in the investment markets. Berkley actively 
incorporates ESG factors into our investment decisions, along 
with many other factors. Such considerations may improve 
our performance over the long term – with some important 
short-term benefits for our investors, insureds and other 
stakeholders. 

W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors and senior 
management believe investing responsibly can make our 
Company more resilient and sustainable, while protecting our 
clients and our wider society from risk levels that are too high 
or not aligned with our values. 

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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Management and Governance  
of Responsible Investing 
W. R. Berkley Corporation’s Board of Directors is responsible 
for overseeing our investments and engages with our 
senior leadership team, including the Executive Vice 
President – Investments on a periodic basis. In addition, the 
board of directors for each statutory insurance company 
reviews and approves all investment transactions on a 
quarterly basis.  Berkley Dean & Company, Berkley’s 
internal investment manager, manages our investment 
portfolio. Berkley Dean is guided by Berkley’s investment 
policy and considers ESG and other issues in doing so. 

Berkley’s internal investment policy has three primary 
objectives: 

1. Achieve maximum risk-adjusted, after-tax total 
returns for the investment portfolio, with priority for 
preserving capital and keeping volatility low;

2. Avoid investment exposures that might impair 
Berkley’s ability to expand its insurance business; 
and

3. Provide for the timely payment of insurance claims.  
 
To fulfill these goals – which can at times be  
conflicting – the Company maintains two strategies: 

1. A core fixed-maturity portfolio, consisting of high-
quality and liquid securities, dedicated to the 
funding of insurance reserves; and 

2. An opportunistic non-fixed-maturity investment 
portfolio designed to provide non-correlated,  
favorable risk-adjusted returns on the  
Company’s surplus (non-reserve) capital.
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Greater than 98% of the investment 
portfolio is composed of responsible 

investments.* 

Market value of Berkley’s green bond 
portfolio grew more than 70% in 2020 

to over $150 million.

Invested in inaugural Green Bond 
issues of Sysco, Alphabet (Google) and 
Oncor Electric based on ESG and other 

considerations.

2020 Responsible Investing Highlights:
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INVESTMENT 
POLICY OBJECTIVES

1 2
3

Berkley actively incorporates ESG factors into our 
investment decisions, improving our performance 
in the long-term, and bringing potential short-term 
benefits to us all.

*Responsible investments exclude companies in (i) companies we beleive to be 
in sectors with higher economic costs related to ESG issues that are not effec-
tively managed, (ii) companies associated with or producing banned weapons, 
(iii) securities issued by entities in countries identified by the U.S. Treasury De-
partment Office of Foreign Asset Controls (OFAC), and (iv) sovereign bonds from 
countries with severe human rights violations.



Berkley’s investment policy provides parameters for 
credit quality, requiring that 90% of our fixed-income 
investments be rated as “investment grade” or higher 
by major credit rating agencies. Since the major third-
party rating agencies, such as Fitch, Moody’s, S&P, 
DBRS and Kroll, screen for ESG issues, their ratings may 
help us avoid investing in companies that have been 
negatively affected by ESG risk. In addition, the Assistant 
Vice President & Director of Operations - Investments at 
Berkley Dean is responsible for analyzing and reporting 
on ESG issues in our investment portfolio.

Berkley believes that responsible investing can mean 
steering certain of our resources towards industries 
with low risk and/or greater benefit in terms of 
environmental protection, social protection and  
good governance.

Investment Decision-Making with ESG 

Incorporating ESG strategy and performance criteria 
into Berkley’s investment analysis and decision process 
makes economic sense by potentially reducing 
downside risks and improving risk-return profiles. In 
2020, more than 98% of our portfolio represented 
investments that follow our definition of responsible 
investing.

In 2019, to build our data infrastructure for ESG 
investing, we added a “tagging” feature for green bonds 
in our portfolio to help us analyze our portfolio by ESG 
metrics. During 2020, Berkley grew its green  
bond portfolio by more than 70% to over $150 million. 
We continue to look for opportunities to increase this 

exposure, and in 2021 committed to a $100 million 
investment in a JP Morgan Infrastructure Fund with 
significant ESG requirements.

Detecting and Excluding ESG Risks: Berkley assesses 
investment risk using both internal analysis and 
external research. We use the BlackRock Aladdin risk 
management system, which contains an ESG module, 
and are evaluating specific climate modeling and 
reporting solutions for our investment portfolio.  The 
BlackRock system provides ESG focused ratings, data 
and analytics that are integrated with traditional 
investment analytics.  BlackRock also provides white 
papers on ESG issues, such as climate risk, which 
contribute to the ongoing education of our analysts and 
portfolio managers.

These ratings and reports, in 
conjunction with independent 
research and analysis, are used 
to factor ESG issues into the 
“exclusion criteria” that help guide 
Berkley’s investment decisions 
through screening. Screening is 
a well-established investigative measure to evaluate 
responsible investments. By using screening, Berkley can 
avoid or minimize investments in industries we view as 
having higher risk profiles, including the risk of becoming 
stranded assets, due to changes in societal views in 
certain sectors - such as weapons, tobacco, alcohol, oil, 
gas and coal.
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Education: In 2019, BlackRock announced 
the introduction of an ESG platform into its 
Aladdin risk management system. Berkley 
immediately organized a meeting between 
BlackRock and our entire investment team 
to discuss the new ESG platform. The 
discussion provided an overview of the 
platform’s functionality, scope of model, 
trends in ESG investing and analytical tools 
to measure ESG risk exposure. Berkley 
began using Aladdin’s ESG starter pack, 
which offers integrated headline ESG 
data points in Aladdin tools, when it was 
introduced in late 2020.  We will continue 
to consider the use of additional tools as 
they are developed.

Berkley’s “Exclusion List” addresses 
the following ESG criteria

Environmental: Companies relying on coal-based 
business models 

Social: Sovereign bonds from countries with 
severe human rights violations, or companies 
associated with or producing banned weapons

Governance:  Countries identified by the U.S. 
Treasury Department Office of Foreign Asset 
Controls (OFAC)

We avoid investments in companies   
that generate over 30% of their  

revenue from thermal coal mining.
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If a screen detects an ESG risk, the opportunity is 
assessed further and may be declined on ESG grounds 
or pursued subject to ESG risks being measured, 
managed and mitigated in a timely manner. For 
example, in 2019, we declined investing in utilities with 
a dependence on coal despite meeting our other credit 
and yield criteria, due to concerns about concentration 
in this energy source and the potential for poor liquidity 
and mark-to-market issues. 

Investments in Sustainable Value:  In addition to 
achieving appropriate risk-adjusted returns, our 
investments enable many environmental and social 
improvements. For example, we invest in municipal 
bonds that support water and sewer, waste, pollution, 
industrial development (IDB), pollution control revenue 
(PCR) and resource recovery projects, which help 
mitigate pollution, provide safe drinking water, promote 
conservation and, in many cases, respond to changing 
climate conditions. Housing bonds provide funding for 
multi-family or single family housing projects, often 
for the low-income sector, while transportation bonds 
support our country’s infrastructure by improving 
toll roads, bridges and tunnels. Additionally, our 
investments in secondary education and higher 
education support enterprises directly involved in 

improving communities and the lives of their students. 
We also maintain investments in low-income housing 
tax credits, which help build affordable housing, as 
well as other green bonds. For additional detailed 
information related to our investment holdings, please 
see our Annual Report on Form 10K  and the most 
currently available annual statutory financial statements 
for Berkley Insurance Company, and our other statutory 
insurance companies.  

Focus on Low-Carbon Investing:  The current transition 
to a lower-carbon economy provides a good example 
of how avoiding ESG risks makes economic sense. 
Preparing for this global shift is part of our strategy to 
avoid holding what may become stranded assets.

As we position Berkley and our 
clients to thrive in a  
low-carbon economy, we have 
set four objectives to advance our 
shift to low-carbon investing: 

• We aim to align our 
portfolio to contribute to a 
low-carbon economy.

• We target certain investments in infrastructure 
renewables and green bonds, and grew our  
green bond portfolio by more than 70% in 2020 
after doubling it in 2019.

• We apply the 30% rule for thermal coal, avoiding 
investments in utilities companies that:

• Generate 30% or more of their revenues  
from thermal coal mining, or 

• Use at least 30% thermal coal  
for power generation.  
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FIXED-MATURITY INVESTMENTS IN       
SELECT  SUSTAINABLE VALUE SECTORS

AT 12/31/2020 
($ IN MILLIONS)

HOSPITAL $118

HOUSING $369

POWER $175

SCHOOL / UNIVERSITY $351

TRANSPORTATION $418

WATER & SEWER $107

WASTE / POLLUTION / IDB&PCR /            
RESOURCE RECOVERY

$83

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
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• We continually seek opportunities to increase the 
environmental or sustainability-related certifications 
(i.e., LEED-designated buildings) for our property 
portfolio.

• Investments in utilities with greater than 30% 
exposure to coal declined by 10% in 2020 and 
at year end 2020, represented approximately 
0.3% of our cash and investments. The remaining 
investments are reducing their exposure to coal 
towards the less than 30% target.

Enviromentally Certified Real Estate: Information 
on Berkley’s environmentally certified investment 
properties is available in the Energy & Environment 
chapter on pages 50-57.  

Clean Utilities: As part of aligning Berkley’s fixed-
maturity investments and overall investment portfolio 
with a low-carbon economy, we favor utility investments 
in natural gas-fired facilities over utilities that utilize 
coal. We believe natural gas is more efficient due to 
its low cost and clean-burning nature, while coal is 
perceived to have greater environmental and human 
health costs, which has resulted in increasingly negative 
societal views and rising regulatory costs.

In 2020, we had no direct oil and 
gas private equity investments. 
Our investment funds with direct 
exposure to the oil and gas industry 
declined by 21% since 2018, from 
$75 million to $59 million at year 
end 2020.

Berkley has made an energy investment that utilizes 
steam-assisted gravity drainage (powered by natural 
gas) rather than a similar investment that utilizes mining 
for extraction because of the additional energy (and 

therefore cost) required for the mining venture. 

In the asset-backed securities markets we have made 
an investment in securitized wind turbines in the belief 
that they will generate sufficient revenue to service their 
debt with ample margins and also to provide a level of 
diversification from other asset-backed investments. 

Housing for Low-Income Families: Berkley is active 
in a federal government program 
for inner city and rural affordable 
rental housing construction and 
rehabilitation in the U.S. The program 
is supervised by the U.S. Treasury 
Department, and is the primary 
program to encourage private equity 
investment in affordable rental 
housing for low-income households.

Berkley’s equity investment in the program – which 
totaled approximately $70 million at the end of 2020 – 
generates tax credits for the Company while providing 
funding for much-needed housing. Through these 
investments, we are contributing to poverty reduction, 
reduced inequalities, and providing affordable housing 
and supporting economic development in underserved  
areas through job creation. 
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Community  
Involvement
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W. R. Berkley Corporation’s long-standing traditions of 
community involvement set the foundation for supporting 
people where we live and work as we seek to enhance the 
human experience through donations of our time and 
resources. The increased challenges to all communities from 
the COVID-19 pandemic have enhanced the importance of 
being an engaged, responsible corporate citizen.  In response, 
we expanded the scope of our activities in 2020, as highlighted 
in the chapter on COVID-19 Resilience at Berkley. 

Chapter Specific SDGs:
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W. R. Berkley Corporation and certain of its businesses 
provide significant funding to the W. R. Berkley 
Corporation Charitable Foundation (the “Foundation”). 
The Foundation makes donations to many of the  
non-profit organizations highlighted herein, taking  
into consideration recommendations from W. R. 
Berkley Corporation and certain of its businesses. The 
Foundation is responsible for evaluating potential 
donations it makes to ensure its donations meet the 
Foundation’s purpose.

In 2020, W. R. Berkley Corporation and numerous Berkley 
businesses were involved with many local non-profit 
organizations. Berkley also participated in various 
national and global campaigns led by  
United Way and other charities in an effort  
to ensure tangible, effective impacts from  
our contributions.
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Donated nearly $2M* of 
COVID-19 related assistance 
to organizations focused on 

food insecurity, children’s 
assistance and COVID-19 

response

Continued to support our 
communites despite COVID 
restrictions through virtual 

events and record giving

Donated more than $187,000* 
to various charities through 

our annual Gingerbread 
House Auction

2

2020 Community Involvement Highlights:

“Being part of a community means 
more than just doing business there.”

– Berkley Southeast Insurance Group, during Holiday Food Drive 

Employee Dedication:  

In 2020, Berkley Select employees 
continued their support for community 
organizations in inner-city Chicago 
despite COVID restrictions by making 
donations instead of volunteering time.
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* Indicates donations contributed by the 
W. R. Berkley Charitable Foundation.



Berkley businesses engage with the communities where 
they live and work in several ways, such as:

• Providing charitable donations* and sponsorships;

• Conducting disaster relief efforts;

• Matching employee donations; and

• Compensating employees for their time when they 
volunteer at local non-profit organizations during 
working hours

Many Berkley offices have created internal support 
structures for their community work, such as a 
philanthropy committee, a spirit committee or an 
employee advisory board. To encourage additional 
support, many businesses including Berkley Mid-Atlantic 
Group, use their social media and marketing teams to 
promote local organizations and educate their networks 
about priority issues in their communities. 

As an ancillary benefit to our community work, Berkley’s 
employees are able to maintain contact with many of 
the same agencies and companies for whom they write 
coverage and increase morale and recognition for their 
businesses in the community.
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Community Involvement  
at Acadia Insurance
Each year, Acadia provides staff time and 
monetary donations to local non-profits and 
charities that help strengthen their local 
communities throughout thie New England 
territory. Despite COVID restrictions, Acadia was 
able to continue their support in 2020.

2020 Highlights:

• Acadia donated $100,000 in total, including 
four COVID-focused donations totaling 
$20,000

• Acadia employees donated $5,025 to the 
Salvation Army for COVID-19 Relief, which 
was matched by the W. R. Berkley Charitable 
Foundation, resulting in a total donation of 
$10,050

• Donated to The Foundation for Maine’s 
Community Colleges to provide five 
scholarships and enhance access to higher 
education and economic opportunity and 
to provide Maine employers with a highly 
trained and skilled workforce

• Donated to support construction of 
affordable housing in Maine

• Donated to support skill development 
necessary to pursue employment, 
recreation, and social interaction for people 
with disabilities in Massachusetts

• Donated to support education and 
stable career development for women in 
Connecticut 
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Expanding Opportunity 
W. R. Berkley Corporation understands the importance of 
developing the next generation of innovative insurance 
professionals and supports educational and professional 
development programs that provide designations in the 
insurance industry, including Chartered Property Casualty 
Underwriter (CPCU), Associate in Reinsurance (ARe), Asso-
ciate in Risk Management (ARM), Registered Professional 
Liability Underwriter (RPLU) and Fellow of the Casualty 
Actuarial Society (FCAS).

Berkley also supports professional development and 
networking opportunities through industry trade groups 
such as the American Property Casualty Insurance 
Association (APCIA) and the Wholesale and Specialty 
Insurance Association (WSIA). WSIA cultivates talented 
emerging professionals’ interest in surplus lines 
career opportunities. Berkley is a member of the WSIA 
Educational Foundation as well as the WSIA Education 
Committee and Intern Committee, which are responsible 
for its “Under 40” initiatives. 

Berkley also supports the St. John’s University School 
of Risk Management, Insurance and Actuarial Science 
through annual donations and participation by W. R. Berkley 
Corporation’s President and CEO, W. Robert Berkley, Jr., as a 
member of the school’s board.  

Berkley is a sponsor of the Young Agents program of the 
Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of America, 
Inc. (the “Big I”). The Young Agents program provides 
education, networking and community for young 
insurance professionals and newer agency owners and 
hosts the Young Agents Leadership Institute which 
provides training in sales and leadership, and hosts an 
annual summit for its members. 

Berkley also supports insurance professionals, with an 
eye towards diversity and inclusion, by promoting digital 
inclusion and technology access. For example, two Berkley 
businesses with offices in Detroit, Michigan – Berkley 

Surety Group and Berkley Technology 
Underwriters – volunteer with human-
I-T, a non-profit that retrieves and 
transforms used electronics (“e-waste”) 
into digital inclusion and online access 
for use by people in underserved 
communities.

Staff at Berkley Professional participate on the board 
of directors for The Bridge, a non-profit that promotes 
women’s senior leadership in the professional liability 
industry. Additionally, Berkley Select personnel work with 
programs in Chicago, Illinois that support job placement 
and college recruiting for minorities.

Health
Berkley and its employees have long been involved in sup-
porting the health of our communities. In 2020, 
Berkley* made donations to healthcare and 
related organizations of more than $1million, 
including in a corporate donation to Greenwich 
Hospital in the amount of $500,000. 

Additionally, Berkley took on COVID-19 related health 
challenges in 2020, donating to organizations with 
dedicted COVID-19 Response Funds, including Partners 
In Health and Benovelent Healthcare Foundation. 
Organizations focuesd on cancer research and care, such 
as St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital, Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center and Shriners Hospital for Children 
also receivie monetary gifts.

Hunger  
Berkley employees dedicated their resources to combating 
hunger and nutritional deficiencies again in 2020. 

• Over $570,000 was contributed* as 
a donation match to funds raised by 
employees for both the COVID-19 
Response Fund and general donations 
for Feeding America.

• Futher donations* of nearly $105,000 
to local food banks in Vermont, the Hudson Valley 
in New York, San Diego, Chicago, Greensboro NC, 
New Jersey, Urbandale IA, Central Alabama, Central 
Virginia, New York City, Houston, Arizona, 
Massachusetts, the Hartford CT area.

• Berkley* also donated $5,000 to Fueled By 
Kids, an organization that  fills the 67 
hour gap between when students 
(most of whom are participating 
in the National School Lunch 
Program) receive lunch 
on Friday afternoons 
and again when they 
receive breakfast on 
Monday morning.
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$66,565
TOTAL CONTRIBUTION 
TO KIDS CHANCE:

83
* Indicates donations contributed by the 

W. R. Berkley Charitable Foundation.

*Employee handmade items at virtual auction

Children
Another issue close to the hearts of Berkley employees 
is the welfare of children, particularly children in need. 

Kids Chance: W. R. Berkley Corporation and several of 
its businesses have been heavily involved with Kids 
Chance, Inc. and its local chapters throughout the 
years. Kids Chance, Inc. supports children affected 
by a parent’s work-related injury or death by helping 
to remove financial obstacles to pursuing their 
educational dreams. In 2020, Berkley donated $27,290  
to the Kids Chance national organization and an 
additional $39,275* was donated to six of its state chapters.

BerkleyNet personnel are active on 
the board of Kids Chance of Virginia 
(KCVA) and in fundraising. Like many 
charitable organizations, 2020 was a 
difficult for KCVA from a fundraising 
standpoint.  For Kids’ Chance of Virginia, 

this included all three traditional annual fundraisers being 
canceled due to COVID. In response, BerkleyNet KCVA 
board members John B., Dennis D. and Brian D. led the way 
in Virginia to host three separate virtual fundraisers.  First, 
during BerkleyNet’s annual meeting, the business hosted 
a virtual live auction for employee donated items and 
experiences via WebEx.  Items included a guided fishing 
trip, brewery tours, handmade home decorations, gift 
boxes and more.  Next, the business sold BNet inspired 
t-shirts to mark a year of work like no other, capturing 
some of our favorite images and sayings from a year 
working mostly virtual.  

Finally, through donations from a number of BerkleyNet 
agency and vendor partners, as well as other supporters 
throughout the KCVA network, BerkleyNet hosted a 
virtual silent auction with nearly 100 donated items with 
all proceeds benefitting KCVA.  This online hosted event 
during the holiday season spread throughout our donor 
network as winning bids came in from over 20 different 
states.  

Internally, BerkleyNet employees donated over $11,000, 
of which the first $10,000 was matched by Berkley*.  
Combined with the virtual silent auction, BerkleyNet was 
able to raise over $50,000 in the final months of 2020, 
allowing KCVA to maintain scholarship funding levels and 
spreading awareness for Kids’ Chance all over the country.  

Also working to mobilize resources for Kids Chance, staff at 
Berkley Industrial raised over $3,000  in the Spring with a 
Silent Auction and in the Fall, participated in Kid’s Chance 
Awareness Week via social media. 



Other Initiatives: Berkley also supports other initiatives to help 
children and families in need.  The pandemic made this type of 
support even more important in 2020. For example: 

• To help ensure that every child has the opportunity 
to learn, grow, and lead, Berkley* donated more than 
$235,000 to the Children’s Aid Society.

• The Salvation Army exists to meet human need 
wherever, whenever, and however they can. Berkley* 
contributed more than $10,000 to this mission in 2020.

• During 2020, Berkley* contributed nearly $8,000 to 
local Boys & Girls Clubs. It takes an army of people, a 
safe environment, high-quality programs and unique 
experiences to level the playing field for all kids. Boys & 
Girls Clubs don’t just do one thing, they do whatever it 
takes to build great futures for America’s young people. 

• Closer to home, Berkley* matched the fundrasing 
generated through its Annual Gingerbread House 
Auction for Family Centers, an organization offering 
education, health and human services to children, 
adults and families in Fairfield County, CT.

Seventeen Years of Employee  
Creativity and Generosity 
In 2020, W. R. Berkley Corporation adapted to the COVID-19 
enviroment and continued its traditional Gingerbread 
House Auction in a virtual format. The Gingerbread  House 
Auction is an annual holiday event for employees that 
generates substantial donations to charity organizations. 
Each year, employees design and build elaborate structures 
made entirely of edible materials and auction them off 
to their colleagues. The funds raised are matched by                 
W. R. Berkley Corporation* and donated to a charity of the 
creator’s choice. The gingerbread houses are then brought 
to local hospitals and community organizations to spread 
holiday cheer. In 2020 one group built a replica of the 
house fom the Home Alone movie while another group 
created a miniature gingerbread treehouse, decorated for 
the holidays.

Seven groups of employees worked together to create 
gingerbread houses, which were presented via an auction 
website, with total bids of $93,905.  W. R. Berkley Corporation* 
matched the bids for a total contribution of $187,810, 
meaning that each gingerbread house raised an average of 
$26,830. 
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Total contribution over the past 17 years through 
Berkley’s  Gingerbread House Auction

$2.8M
84

In January 2019, Berkley One launched the Moving 
Families Forward initiative to provide assistance to 
families in need. Berkley One has committed to giving 
every staff member paid time each year to volunteer, 
and each Berkley One office has a goal of holding 
at least two group volunteer events annually. The 
Moving Families Forward initiative uses a platform 
to track and log volunteer time and initiatives and 
enable staff members to connect with each other as 
they pursue various volunteer efforts.

In 2019, Berkley One tracked 575 volunteer hours as 
a result of the Moving Families Forward project (an 
increase of 444% from 2018) with certain categories of 
volunteer activities, such as helping children in crisis 
and volunteering in local communities emerging as 
areas of significant focus for Berkley One staff. 

While the Covid-19 pandemic and shutdown made 
volunteering difficult in 2020, the Berkley One team 
continued their efforts with donation drives for school 
supplies and new coats, hats and gloves for school 
-aged children in underpriviledged communities. 
They also supported foster youth in two counties in 
the Chicago suburbs and filled holiday wish lists for 
several families in need. 

C12
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William R. Berkley  
W. R. Berkley Corporation Founder  
and Executive Chairman

• National Parks Conservation 
Association Board of 
Trustees – Trustee Emeritus

• New York University Board 
of Trustees – Chair

• Achievement First (group of 
highly rated charter schools 
serving over 12,000 inner 
city children) - Director

• W. R. Berkley Corporation 
Charitable Foundation – 
Member of the Board of 
Directors

• Georgetown University 
Board of Directors - Former 
Chair where he helped 
create the Berkley Center for 
Religion, Peace and World 
Affairs 

W. Robert Berkley, Jr., W. R. Berkley 
Corporation President and CEO

• W. R. Berkley Corporation 
Charitable Foundation – 
Director

• McDonough School of 
Business at Georgetown 
University – Member of 
Board of Advisors

• St. John’s University School 
of Risk Management, 
Insurance and Actuarial 
Science – Member of Board

• Greenwich Hospital –
Chairman of Board of 
Trustees

• American Institute for 
Chartered Property 
Casualty Underwriters (“The 
Institutes”) – Member of 
Board of Trustees

• Georgetown University 
Board of Trustees – Member 
of Board

• Brunswick School – Member 
of Board

• Yale New Haven Health 
System – Member of Board

• Yale New Haven Health 
System Investment 
Committee – Committee 
Member

Christopher L. Augostini, Executive 
Vice President — Business of Emory 
University

• Georgetown University/
Qatar Foundation - Joint 
Advisory Board Member

• Emory Health Care (EHC) 
Board of Directors - Member

• Clifton Casualty Insurance 
Company LTD Board of 
Directors – Member

• Emory Innovations Inc. 
Board of Directors – Member

• Georgia Chamber of  
Commerce Board of 
Directors – Member

• Atlanta Midtown Alliance 
Board of Directors - Member 

• EMTECH, INC. Board of 
Directors – Member 

Ronald E. Blaylock, GenNx  
360 Capital Partners

• Covenant House – Director
• National Association of 

Basketball Coaches – 
Member of Board

• Carnegie Hall – Member of 
Board

• Carnegie Hall Corporation – 
Trustee

• Prep for Prep – Trustee
• New York University – 

Member of Board of Trustees
• New York University’s 

Stern School of Business – 
Member of Board

• Georgetown University –  
Member of Board of Trustees

• American Ballet Theater –  
board activity

• Inner-City Scholarship Fund 
– board activity

Mark. E. Brockbank, Former Chief 
Executive Officer of XL Brockbank Ltd

• International Emerging Film 
Talent Association, Monaco 
(IEFTA) – Director 

Mary C. Farrell, President, Howard 
Gilman Foundation

• Howard Gilman Foundation 
– Trustee 

• Yale New Haven Hospital –  
Chair

• Yale New Haven Health 
System – Vice Chair

Maria Luisa Ferré, President and CEO 
GFR Services, Inc.

• Luis A. Ferre Foundation – 
President and Trustee

• Ferre Rangel Foundation – 
Trustee and Vice President

• Multisensory Reading 
Center of PR, Inc – President 
of Board of Directors

• Boys & Girls Club of Puerto 
Rico – Member of Advisory 
Board

• Caribbean and Latin 
America Fund of the 
Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) – Member of Board 
of Directors 

• Partnership for Modern 
Puerto Rico – Member of the 
Board of Directors 

Leigh Ann Pusey

• The George Washington 
Graduate School of Political 
Management – Advisory 
Board Member

• The Mind Trust - Board 
Member 

Mark L. Shapiro, Private Investor

• The Greenacre Foundation – 
Trustee

• Brown University President’s 
Leadership Council – 
Member 

Jonathan Talisman

• Tax Policy Center – Board of 
Advisors

• Georgetown University Law 
Center – Adjunct Professor 

• Adventure Theatre Musical 
Theatre Center - Former 
President of the Board of 
Directors

Community, education, non-profit and charity involvement of W. R. Berkley Corporation Board of Directors includes*:
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The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards form one of the 
most popular voluntary sustainability reporting framework 
used by companies around the world, designed to represent 
all stakeholder interests. This Report references specific GRI 
Standards 2016 disclosures. See the below GRI Standards 
Content Index for more information.
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

GRI 102: General Disclosures

Organizational profile

102-1 Name of the organization W. R. Berkley Corporation (WRB)

102-2 Activities, brands, products, 
and services

About W. R. Berkley Corporation, pages 4-8

Products & Services, pages 67-73 

Responsible Investing, pages 74-78

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K,  
Business, pages 1-8

102-3 Location of headquarters Greenwich, CT, United States

102-4 Location of operations About W. R. Berkley Corporation, pages 5-8 2020 Annual Report on Form 10K,  
Business, page 2

102-5 Ownership and legal form

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K,  
Market for Registrant's Common 
Equity, Related Stockholder Matters, 
page 31

Certificate of Amendment of 
Restated Certificate of Incorporation 
of W.R. Berkley Corporation

102-6 Markets served
About W. R. Berkley Corporation, pages 4-8

Products & Services, pages 67-73

2020 Annual Report on Form 10-K  
Business, pages 1-7

Management’s Discussion and 
Analysis of Financial Condition and 
Results of Operations, pages 33-34

102-7 Scale of the organization About W. R. Berkley Corporation, pages 4-8

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K 
Business, pages 1-19

Properties, page 28

102-8 Information on employees and 
other workers Human Capital Management, pages 23-33 2020 Annual Report on Form 10K 

Business, pages 1-19

102-10 Significant changes to the 
organization and its supply chain

There have been no significant changes to our 
company or supply chain. 

102-11 Precautionary Principle or 
approach

About W. R. Berkley Corporation,  
Berkley's Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9 
 
Climate Risk Management, 58-66 

2021 Proxy Statement 
Our Business Must Be Managed with  
a Long-Term Perspective, pages 5-8

Board Role in Risk Oversight, page 34

102-13 Membership of associations

Ethics & Compliance,  
Public Policy, pages 40

Community Involvement, page 85

Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior  
decision-maker Letter from Our President and CEO, page 2 

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and 
opportunities Climate Risk Management, pages 58-66

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K 
Business, page 1

Risk Factors, pages 19-29 
 
2021 Proxy Statement 
Our Business Must Be Managed with a 
Long-Term Perspective, pages 5-8

Board Role in Risk Oversight, page 34
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https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://content.edgar-online.com/ExternalLink/EDGAR/0000899140-06-000757.html?hash=3809494267ab3d5fca914c36c4b4ba9d48da77e55c7af9186eef272befe96231&dest=B051706B_TXT#B051706B_TXT
https://content.edgar-online.com/ExternalLink/EDGAR/0000899140-06-000757.html?hash=3809494267ab3d5fca914c36c4b4ba9d48da77e55c7af9186eef272befe96231&dest=B051706B_TXT#B051706B_TXT
https://content.edgar-online.com/ExternalLink/EDGAR/0000899140-06-000757.html?hash=3809494267ab3d5fca914c36c4b4ba9d48da77e55c7af9186eef272befe96231&dest=B051706B_TXT#B051706B_TXT
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

Ethics and integrity 

102-16 Values, principles, standards,  
and norms of behavior Ethics and Compliance, pages 34-41 Code of Ethics and Business Conduct

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and 
concerns about ethics

Ethics and Compliance,  
Ethics Training & Resources, pages 38-39

Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, 
pages 5-6

Governance 

102-18 Governance structure

About W. R. Berkley Corporation,  
Berkley’s Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9

Our Sustainability Strategy, page10

2021 Proxy Statement  
Proxy Summary, pages 36-37

Corporate Governance and Board 
Matters, pages 24-35

102-20 Executive-level responsibility 
for economic, environmental, and 
social topics

About W. R. Berkley Corporation,  
Berkley’s Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9

2021 Proxy Statement, 
Proxy Summary, pages 36-37

102-21 Consulting stakeholders  
on economic, environmental,  
and social topics

Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 10-13

2021 Proxy Statement,  
Board Diversity and Experience, pages 
29-30

Director Nominees Standing for 
Election, pages 11-13 

Corporate Governance and Board 
Matters, pages 24-35

102-22 Composition of the highest 
governance body and its committees

Human Capital Management,  
Board Diversity, page 33

2021 Proxy Statement,  
Corporate Governance and Board 
Matters, pages 24-35

102-23 Chair of the highest  
governance body

2021 Proxy Statement,  
Board Leadership Structure, pages 
31-32

102-24 Nominating and selecting the 
highest governance body

2021 Proxy Statement  
Corporate Governance and Board 
matters pages 28-30

Election of Directors, pages 10-16

102-25 Conflicts of interest Ethics and Compliance, pages 34-41 Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, 
Conflicts of Interest, pages 10-13

102-26 Role of highest governance 
body in setting purpose, values, and 
strategy

About W. R. Berkley Corporation,  
Berkley’s Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9

Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 10-13

102-29 Identifying and managing 
economic, environmental, and  
social impacts

About W. R. Berkley  Corporation,  
Berkley’s Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9

Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 10-13

102-32 Highest governance body’s 
role in sustainability reporting

About W. R. Berkley  Corporation,  
Berkley’s Oversight of ESG Issues, page 9

Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 10-13

2021 Proxy Statement,  
ESG Summary, pages 36-37

102-33 Communicating critical concerns Ethics and Compliance,  
Employee Ethics Resources, page 39

Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, 
page 6

102-34 Nature and total number of 
critical concerns

Ethics and Compliance,  
Employee Ethics Resources, page 39

https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/2019/WRBerkley_Code_of_Ethics_7-10-2018.pdf
https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/2019/WRBerkley_Code_of_Ethics_7-10-2018.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/21e39004-a3b2-46c0-add3-bfb5b1d31356.pdf
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/21e39004-a3b2-46c0-add3-bfb5b1d31356.pdf
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/21e39004-a3b2-46c0-add3-bfb5b1d31356.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/2019/WRBerkley_Code_of_Ethics_7-10-2018.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/2019/WRBerkley_Code_of_Ethics_7-10-2018.pdf
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

102-35 Remuneration policies

2021 Proxy Statement 
Compensation Discussion and 
Analysis, pages 41-64

Exceutive Compensation,  
pages 68-78

102-36 Process for determining 
remuneration

2021 Proxy Statement 
Corporate Governance and Board 
Matters, pages 27-28

Compensation Discussion and 
Analysis, pages 55-57

102-37 Stakeholders’ involvement in 
remuneration

2021 Proxy Statement, Compensation 
Discussion and Analysis, pages 41-67

102-38 Annual total  
compensation ratio 2021 Proxy Statement, page 77

102-39 Percentage increase in 
annual total compensation ratio

2021 Proxy Statement, page 77 

2020 Proxy Statement, page 83

Stakeholder Engagement 

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Our Sustainability Strategy,  
Stakeholder Engagement, page 10

Reporting practice 

102-45 Entities included in the 
consolidated financial statements

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K,  
Business, pages 2-6

102-46 Defining report content  
and topic Boundaries Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 10-13

102-47 List of material topics Our Sustainability Strategy, pages 11-12

102-48 Restatements of information No restatements of information

102-49 Changes in reporting No changes in reporting 

102-50 Reporting period

Our Sustainability Strategy,  
About this Report, page 13 
 
The reporting period covers January 1, 2020 to 
December 31, 2020; unless otherwise noted.

102-51 Date of most recent report December 2020

102-52 Reporting cycle Berkley endeavors to report performance on ESG 
issues on an annual basis for each calendar year cycle. 

102-53 Contact point for questions 
regarding the report SustainabilityInquiries@wrberkley.com

102-54 Claims of reporting  
in accordance with the GRI Standards

Our Sustainability Strategy,   
About this Report, page 13

102-55 GRI content index GRI Content Index, pages 86-92

102-56 External assurance No external assurance is provided at this time

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/21e39004-a3b2-46c0-add3-bfb5b1d31356.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
http://
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/21e39004-a3b2-46c0-add3-bfb5b1d31356.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
mailto:SustainabilityInquiries%40wrberkley.com?subject=
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

Economic Performance  

GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016

201-1 Direct economic value 
generated and distributed

2020 Annual Report on Form 10K 
Consolidated Statements of Income, 
pages 57-58

201-2 Financial implications  
and other risks and opportunities  
due to climate change

Climate Risk Management, pages 58-66

Indirect Economic Impacts  

GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts 2016

203-1 Infrastructure investments 
and services supported

Products & Services, pages 67-73

Responsible Investment, pages 74-78

203-2 Significant indirect  
economic impacts

Products & Services, pages 67-73

Responsible Investment, pages 74-78

Anti-corruption  

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

205-1 Operations assessed for risks 
related to corruption Ethics and Compliance, pages 34-41

205-2 Communication and training about 
anti-corruption policies and procedures

Ethics and Compliance,  
Ethics Training & Resources, pages 38-39

Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, 
pages 14-18

205-3 Confirmed incidents of 
corruption and actions taken None

Anti-competitive Behavior  

GRI 206: Anti-competitive Behavior 2016

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive 
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 
practices

None

GRI 302: Energy 2016

302-4 Reduction of energy 
consumption Energy & Environment, pages 50-57

302-5 Reduction in energy requirements 
of products and services

Energy & Environment, pages 50-57

Climate Risk Management, pages 58-66

Products & Services, pages 67-73

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/be17cc9a-c53f-4b97-8619-2044c24b70af.pdf
https://s22.q4cdn.com/912518152/files/doc_downloads/governance_documents/2019/WRBerkley_Code_of_Ethics_7-10-2018.pdf
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

Emissions 

GRI 305: Emissions 2016  

305-1 Direct (Scope 1)  
GHG emissions

Energy & Environment,  
Emissions Data, page 55

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2)  
GHG emissions

Energy & Environment,  
Emissions Data, page 55

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3)  
GHG emissions

Energy & Environment,  
Emissions Data, pages 55

305-4 GHG emissions intensity Energy & Environment,  
Emissions Data, page 55

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions

Energy & Environment, pages 50-57

Climate Risk Management, pages 58-66

Products & Services, pages 67-73

Employment  

GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-1 New employee hires and 
employee turnover Human Capital Management, pages 23-33

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time 
employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees

Human Capital Management,  
Employee Wellbeing and Benefits, page 26

401-3 Parental leave Human Capital Management,  
Diversity and Inclusion, pages 30-33

Training and Education    

GRI 404: Training and Education 2016

404-2 Programs for upgrading 
employee skills and transition 
assistance programs

Human Capital Management,  
Employee Wellbeing and Benefits, page 26

404-3 Percentage of employees 
receiving regular performance and  
career development reviews

Human Capital Management,  
Professinal Development and Training, page 27

Diversity and Equal Opportunity  

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 
and employees

Human Capital Management,  
Professional Development and Training, pages 27-28

2021 Proxy Statement,  
Corporate Governance and Board 
Matters, pages 29-30

Local Communities  

GRI 413: Local Communities 2016

Environmental Topics  

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000011544/518aec6b-054d-4750-9e9c-9ef2b4c6359d.pdf
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Disclosure Report Location or  
Narrative Response

W. R. Berkley Corporation 
External Reference SDG Alignment 

413-1 Operations with local community 
engagement, impact assessments, and 
development programs

Community Involvement, pages 79-85

Social Topics



“Always do right. 
This will gratify 
some people and 
astonish the rest.”
- Mark Twain
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